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numeracy skills for implementing SPC concepts.

Pre-Statistical Process Control (SPC) prepares workers to successfully participate in continuous process
improvement initiatives by providing an understanding of key SPC concepts and how they relate to the quality
worksite. Basic math concepts and principles are introduced to prepare the worker who may have limited
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Construction paper
A balance with multiple hooks on each side
or
A set of yardsticks or metersticks (1 for every 2 employees)
200 pennies (2 rolls)
Dice (2 dice per group)
A ball of string
A blindfold

Large scissors

Overhead projector
Transparency markers
Scratch paper
Company's product catalog and/or advertising brochures
Company Organizational Chart
Memo from President or Vice President
Videotape on SPC (one we recommended is the Annenberg Foundation's
videotape interview with Edward Deming)
Cusinaire rods
Calculators (one per student)
Cusinaire blocks and dice (at least one set for every three employees)
Wire abacus
Transparent cusinaire rods
Plastic or cardboard circle graphs (like pizza slices)

Materials

V Module 3 Materials
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but employees should be encouraged to expand their discussions to personal and community

private lives and their work lives. Class discussions begin, understandably, with job-related goals,

This lesson also spurs employees to think about establishing positive connections between their

another and to the instructor.

The first lesson is designed to help employees begin to overcome their fears to speak their
opinions. The lesson begins with an ice-breaker: The employees introduce themselves to one

environment.

help one another not only in the activities provided but also on the job and outside of the work

Page 6
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Group learning interaction, and problem-solving are the main thrusts of this module. Throughout
the lessons in this module, the instructor should encourage employees to work together and to

1r Lesson Description

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

1

:

security.

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Hardware
IVO

j

source is the Annenberg Foundations videotape
interview with Edward Deming)

ransparency 1)

Large Group

Small Groups

1,004

Discussion

16

Page 7

Sign-in Sheet

Opening- Large Group/Partners 25 min.
20 min.
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Large Group 20 min.
15 min.
Third Activity- Large Group
10 min.
Ending- Large Group

V Total Time: 90 minutes

V Classroom Set-up

"My Job Is..." (Handout 2)
"The Company Team" (Handout 3)

"Getting to Know You" (Handout 1)

Copyright C1996 by Coast Community College District

Handouts

"My Job Is..." (Transparency 2)
"The Company Team" (Transparency 3)

"Getting to Know You"

V Transparencies ----I

1.

Overhead projector
2. Transparency markers
3. Companys product catalog and/or
advertising brochures
4. Company organization chart
5. Memo from President or Vice
President
6. Articles and videotapes on SPC and
on Edward Deming (one particularly good

V Hardware

"Learner Enrollment"

Transparendes

Describe the larger picture of
their work environment
Explain why Statistical Process
Control (SPO is important to the
welfare of the company and how
SPC contributes to their own job

Key

7.

6.

lives.

1. Become acquainted with their
coworkers and superiors.
2. Describe their jobs to the class, as
well as the jobs that precede and
follow in the normal progression.
3. Describe their specific roles and
explain how they contribute to
making the final product.
4. Tell why their company makes the
products it does and explain the
products value from the
consumers point of view.
5. Describe the connection between
their private lives and their work

"PreTest"

V Handouts

Forms
NI_

V Materials Needed

jobLink

Materials Needed

Learning and Working Together

By completing this lesson, employees will
be able to:

V Objectives

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control
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Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Handout "Pretest Explain that they should do their best Explain that you do not expect them to
know the answers, and they will take this test again at the end of the module.

Tell employees
Explain that in this first exercise the employees will get to know their dassmates.

5.

6.

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

:2 0

they will work in pairs to interview one another; then each employee will introduce her or his
partner to the rest of the dass. Encourage them to speak up and to express themselves dearly.
Assure employees that the exercise will be both informative and fun.

Have the students fill out "Learner Enrollment form.

the general goals and objectives of the six lessons in the PRE-SPC module.

4.

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

19

tags. Have refreshments available if possible.
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Introduce yourself. Briefly tell the class about your background, your hobbies, and your interests,
as well as why you are working on this project.

3. Explain

2.

1. Welcome employees. Ask them to fill out

Opening: 25 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Math for Statistical Process Control V

21

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Pomona Costpoll V

Getting to Know You

torning sod W ###### Together
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Handout 1, Transparency 1

Lew= I labtgreg gni Maly Wrier

Name of supervisor

How long have you wortrd at this company?

How did you hear of this company?

Favorite sirger

Favorite foods

Childrens names

Husbandr or wifee name

Fathers name

Mothers name

Three coworker' names

Nidtrame Mends call me...1

First name

Use the questions below to interview. a partner Then your partner will interview youl At the
end of dass, you voll um the arswen on this tilled-out worksheet to introckme your partner to
the dna Then your partner will introduce youl

In this exercise youll get to know your classmates betted

11.1 Math

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Math for Stalistical Process Control V

22
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1

:

Learning and Working Together

Distribute "Getting to Know You" to each employee and project it on the overhead. Explain that
the worksheet will help them to interview their partners.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

24

11. After introductions have been completed, ask the class: "What did you learn from this exercise?
Do you have any suggestions for other questions? Any other improvements?"

10. Now nave each employee introduce his or her partner as explained in the handout instructions.
Move things along quiddy, and encourage everyone to speak loudly. Assure them there is no
reason to feel bashful! Remind them that this is a fun project a no-risk activity!

have to fill out every item.)

Allow the class time to complete their interviews. (Note: If you run short of time, tell employees they don't

b. Give that employee a copy of the worksheet and ask her or him to begin interviewing
you by asking the first few questions.

a. Choose an employee for the demonstration.

9. Demonstrate how to complete the form:

8.

Page 11
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Group employees into pairs. (Note: If there is an odd number of emp(oyees, create one group of three partners.)

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

23

NendeUt
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7.

Opening: (continued)

V Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control IF

1 :
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jthishk

What department cb you work in?

2

After you Irish your work where 67 you send the part you work on?

S
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Wart 2

4110
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Handout 2, Transparency 2

Camigh SIM 1,

Do you ever have bad parts sent badt to you beaus they weren't made right? About
how many pars WV returned to you hy one week?

a

Lowe I lon*Ii red MAte better

Do you tell your bon when you get a bad part? What cb you say?

7

Do you send te bad part bad?

What happens tithe part you get is not made correctly? What it you canrot work on
it or you have to fur it MO What bc you say to the perm who sends you the part7

Where does the part you work on come from? (Which department or coworker?)

4.

What is the name of each part you make or assemble?

What is your lob title?

I.

Meier the questions below se that you an SWUM pots JO wIth Me meta

.

-Ma& or Slatlatkall Possess CASSIA V

Learning and Working Together

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V
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Distribute "My Job Is..." and project it on the overhead. Ask for a volunteer to come to the front
of the dass to fill out his worksheet on the overhead with your help. Tell the other employees to
follow your example as you guide the volunteer through each step of the worksheet. Be sensitive
when you ask questions like "Do you say anything to the person that sent you a bad partr

5.

satisfied customer!"

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

28

Explain to the class that if the product goes from station A to station B to station C, for example,
then B is essentially A's customer and C is B's customer. The ultimate customer is the one who pays
for the product! Say, "At every step of the process especially at the end the company's goal is a

(Note: If the company makes furniture, you might hear something like this: "I work on desk tops. The desk I work on
comes from the paint department. I install the wood-laminate top and send it to the hardware department, where they
put on the handle knobs".)

4. When they are finished, can on different employees to answer one or two questions. Encourage
employees to verbalize what their jobs are all about and how their jobs fit into the "larger picture'

3.

2. Explain

Lesson 1: Learning agl fVorking Together

Handout
Tranuarency

GI-2. TM
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to employees that this activity gives them an opportunity to express their opinions about
what happens during the assembly process. Tell them the purpose is to help employees feel
comfortable in describing to their coworkers (a) the jobs they do, (b) where the jobs come from,
and (c ) to whom they send the jobs after they complete their work.

Regroup the class into one large group again.

V First Activity: 20 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Math for Statistical Process Control V

1

:

29
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Learning and Working Together

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control IV
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1

:

Copyrielt ©1996 by Coast Community College District

3

Mir

Project the organizational chart on the overhead. Point out key names (President, CEO, Vice
Presidents, etc.); inciude interesting background information and accomplishments if possible, and
bridly discuss their functions.

Distribute brochures describing the companys product line, or project transparencies showing
its products.

(Note: If it is not possible to get a speaker, ask a company representative to write a special memo, and
distribute it to the class at this time.)

c.

To help employees understand (a) why their company makes the products it does, (b)
why consumers value the product and (c) how their individual jobs contribute to the
final product
d. To offer employees a brief history of the company, its founders, its growth, its
accomplishments, its goals, etc.

a.

To stress the importance of teamwork and product quality.
b. To convince employees that the company considers them its most valuable resource!

company an opportunity:

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

3.

Page 15
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Arrange in advance for a guest speaker. Invite a key company representative (for example, a vice
president or a manager) to address the group. Explain to the speaker that the presentation gives the

V Second Activity: 20 Minutes

2.

'V

Learning and Working Together

V Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

33

What products does yoz company make?

What re these pmdacts used foe?

Have you ever used one of these products rune?

t

5.

6.

lardrall

Jail*
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Handout 3, Transparency 3

Ca. Camay Caw CY.

What is the name of the visitor today?

&

CagetIgteteea

What is the name of the Piesident of your company?

2

tenon I Lemtr all Wcefty Tref.

What it the name of your coinpany?

I.

The Company Team
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t

11 Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Math for Statistical Process Control V
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6.

Read corporate statements related to

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

complete it (Note: If you wish, skip the questions that are repeated from other worksheets.)

3 11

Distribute "The Company Team" and project it on the overhead. Allow employees 5 minutes to

Page 17
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Briefly review a recent corporate end-of-year report with the dass. Use the opportunity to
explain graphs and tables to the class.

Lesson 1: Learning and Worldng Together

TiunTVOTINICT

5.

excellence or vision or dedication to customers.

4. mention corporate awards (e.g., from the Chamber of Commerce).

V Second Activity: (continued)

r Activities

Lesson I: Learning and Working Together

Math for Statistical Process Control

1

:

V

3'7
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Learning and Working Together

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control

33
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Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

3 ri

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

3. Show some control charts (see Lesson 6 for samples), but do not discuss them in detail. (If the
company uses control charts, show real company examples.)

principles. Ask them to comment of how SPC contributes to product quality. Use the discussion
to underscore the ideas that Quality Control (a) is an ongoing process and (b) is the responsibility
of every employee. Encourage employees to discuss both ideas. Invite them to offer their own
ideas for improving the quality control process.

2 Ask employees who are familiar with Quality Control to explain how their company applies SPC

Page 19

Joblink

introduce the concept of Statistical Control Processes (SPC) by showing one of the many videos
about Edward Deming, the father of control theory. DISCUSS how Demings theories have helped
industries first in Japan and now worldwide, use any of the hundreds of books and articles on
Deming to add to the class discussion.

if Third Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

If the employees did not have enough time to complete the handouts, you may ask them to bring
the completed handouts to the next class. Consider inviting the employees to bring to the next
class any examples of their work related to SPC and using their examples for a show-and-tell.

subject.

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

41

2.
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Ask employees if they have any questions on what was presented in this session. Ask, too, if they
would like more information on any particular part of the class discussion or on any related

V Ending: 10 Minutes

V Acivities

Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

Math for Statistical Process Control V

43
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Math for Statistical Process
Control

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

1110

2
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Arithmetic Review

45
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employees will learn basic problem-solving skills.

4

In this lesson employees will also learn the skills necessary to use a calculator properly And finally,

individual and company well-being.

workers, managers, and supervisors all working together to achieve a common goal: improving

Group employees, carefully mixing the arithmetically weak with the strong. Help them to establish
a rapport and a willingness to work together. Underscore that success in this company depends on

itself.

Depending on the class "mix," some employees may have mastered these skills while others are still
learning. If so, then appeal to the employees' need for cooperative learning, a valuable goal in

deviation.

Page 24
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This lesson addresses several important goals. First, it quickly reviews basic arithmetic skillsthe
skills necessary to learn simple descriptive statistics and to calculate the mean and the standard

Lesson Description

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

2
:

skills.

47

Begin developing problem-solving

meaning.

root of a number and interpret its

use a calculator to take the square

Perform addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division of
whole numbers both with and
without a calculator.

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

3.

2.

1.

Trar01..W./

Job Unk

43

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Large Group
Third Activity- Large Group
Fourth Activity- Large Group
Ending- Large Group

V Total Time: 90 minutes

Page 25

5 min.

25 min.

10 min.

0 min.

20 min.

15 min.

V Classroom Set-up

"Division Problems" (Handout 10)
"Division Word Problems" (Handout 11)
"Square Roots" (Handout 12)

"Multiplication of Whole Numbers" (Handout 9)

"Reading & Writing Numbers" (Handout 4)
"Your Turn" (Handout 5)
"Addition of Whole Numbers" (Handout 6)
"Subtraction of Whole Numbers" (Handout 7)
"Addition & Subtraction of Word Problems"
(Handout 8)

V Handouts

V Materials Needed

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

"Reading & Writing Numbers" (Trans. 4)
"Your Turn" (Trans. 5)
"Addition of Whole Numbers" (Trans. 6)
"Substraction of Whole Numbers" (Trans. 7)
'Addition & Substraction of Word
Problems" (Trans. 8)
"Mulitplication of Whole Numbers" (Trans 9)
"Division Problems" (Trans. 10)
"Division Word Problems" (Trans. 11)
"Square Roots" (Trans. 12)

V Transparencies

1.

Overhead projector
2. Cusinaire rods
3. Overhead calculator
4. Employee calculators
5. Scratch paper

Hardware

V Materials Needed

Arithmetic Review

By completing this lesson, employees will
be able to:

V Objectives

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Arithmette ilrlem

ReadIng and WrtUng Numbers

.

jai eh*

30

4

30

4

Sudan*

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

49

-

aa4.

50

Handout 5, Transparency 5

firmisis Siren, Ceml Commdel air MIA

How do you my die lumber? Write ft in woe&

Now write your weight in the usual way (for example, 155):

How much 63 WO weigh? Write your weight M gooupr

S
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lim weighs 195 pounds (say 'one huneted ninety-five pours/sl. He could write his
weig)nt Ds thir 100 90

Bleak down 437 bsto hunt:be:he tens, and ones:

Read the followirs number aloud 467

teak down the nunber 67 irto tees and ones: 67

loran 3 Mithmtlit Wow

5.

4

&

2

I.

Complete the followirg ricerches:

Your Arm,

1. Arithmetic ileiew

Midi lbw Stwrisikal Proems Cawlsel V
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Handout 4, Transparency 4

Cam** M by Cart &mos* Cage wad

Now you have 'Rye thousand two tundred thirty-four! The Rn duestad means
'5 rteamanrit and the rest is de same a in the example above

5254 50CX) + 200

Ard alter 'hundreds' comes 'thousands':

Now you have Two huncked thirty-food The TWo hundred means -2 hIndwrIV: the rest
is the same as in the example above

234 - 200

After 'tens' comes 'hundreds"

The eystem Slaws you to eepress larger numbers by adding store plans

place represents a specific number value

Note that the firrt place is 'ones' and the second plate is tens" In other wonis, each

means '4 am'

For examp le. the number 34 means that you have 3 ens (101 and 4 ones C41.
- 30 4. We read this number as Thirty-foue Thirty means 1 twof and four,
Thus

Toe nosy NuntrAnd so on

In our number system, we write numbers so that each pane tent you Tim malty enter

Lawn I ArilmtAlc Wino

3.

2

I.

In this lesson you sell learn (1) to mad and write numben l2) to add subtract multiply. and
&vitt whole numbers, and (3) to nke the square root of a number

1

kWh Us Sta Alaska Fewer Coshed v

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review
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2
:

Arithmetic Review

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review
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Thinsparenef
Mandate

CT-S. WS)

Handout

Tramprenev

(TANA)

3.

2.

Distribute "Your Turn".
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52

Distribute "Reading and Writing Numbers" and project it on the overhead. Guide employees
through the explanation, use the examples to illustrate the concept of hundreds/tens/ones, and
then allow employees a few minutes to complete the exercises.

simplify the concepts as much as possible. Underscore that the skills they will learn are critical for
job success and exceptionally useful in personal life as well.

Explain that these skills are essential for understanding the concepts presented in this training
program. Stress that these materials are designed to be easy to read and that you will try to
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arithmetic skills.
Tell the employees that this lesson is designed to review and strengthen their

V Opening: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson

Math for Stalistical Process Control V

.....

Ca Or er Matte mem
lit mton to rpm 000 00 - 0

mut Sembes

1

1.5. ti

:

JAW*

Meaall I

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review
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702 + 1259 + SS + I -

551 + 22 -

15 + 17 -

2+3-

Now try adding the (dimwits:

95 + I

jafrUnk

cr01Pes GM Gamma*? Gimp WM

Ilmadool 11
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Handout 6, Transparency 6

lafen 2 entomb Mb.

Remember Write the numbeis you am Wars one below the othei . and then add the
numbeis in cads mlumn starting bum the right

6.

Add 1,239 + sta

5.

5EST COPY AVAILABLE

Handout 7, Transparency 7

Imam Millogo hr.

Nem to mem tab oft= Ong gull to ttet

Add400+52+19

12

%lug does 12 + 5 mean? Sometrnes we write this as:

Use cirdes to write the meaning of 9 + S.

Use numben to oress 0 + 00 - 000.

4.

3.

I.

Complete the following autism

Addition of Whole Numbers

1

I. Arithmtis le

111111 Ma& Oar lastlatlabl Power Omaha

Arithmetic Review

bombe Mt Or mem be 10. Mosby ant bie. er dOS ard ern

1.1

Mt doo 12 -

UN MN to orb to entr*/ 11 -

2

1

2

Subtraction of Whole Numbers

1.1110 hot MIINMS Prowls 003.01 I

t

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Itt.

Mawr

1 Mr lepta Oteft. NM NM Herb 40.10. esI erg Mr mem to
Os
NM as Otedsk Hoe Mem MINN Sons New tol I Hoola
ars.
oebbas
drat bomb baba NM or We
Ietto am an re yea sr pleb N

000100
000010

MainenterMerimisictSoS

Lb =Mee tomb 000000

on

IMM

5
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4 MAN

al

12

1 Me dm 12s tem7 Sanetn b 00010

1

I.

1111111110111011

Multiplication of Whole Numbers

l .....

=MN at. IMINIM /Wong, Ossbee T

Handout 8, Transparency 8

I.

4.100

NOM

NUM

Amtsr. it. Wm MN Mb IMOD NA mt.

Inse edo.

Inn MN

nub nag 42 Mt ant bra nab Mt bee

00Sd pfteq: rope} IV MY elemtribmen. DM S.

hie Pm webs Mope me IdSU wet Ints nets IISO pot toet NOM tatt

eleble

4tkellfik

Addition end Subtraction Word Problems
Nei Or

S d.d4 be bra laketbetol Mow to mete

N

ItiVle .....

11.1 ININ tor letekelod brew eMINI

Jobb/7k

2:

Arithmetic Review

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

Transparency

Handout

(H-9. T-9)

Transparency
Handout

(1-$3, H-11)

Transparency
Handout

(7-7. H-7)

Transparency
Handout

IT-6, H-6)

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

jobLink

00000
00000
00000
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Distribute and project "Multiplication of Whole Numbers".

follows:

5

Introduce multiplication by placing the Cuisinaire dice, rods, and flats in rows and columns. For
example, to illustrate the concept of 3 x 5, arrange the Cusinaire blocks (dice) in 3 rows of5 sets, as

Page 29

Distribute and project "Addition and Subtraction Word Problems". Have students complete worksheet,
or complete as a class.

set A = (all women in the class), and set B = tall men in the class),
set C = (all men and women in the class), then
# C = #A + #B (since A and B are disjoint sets) and is the total number of people in the room.

Address subtraction. Distribute and project "Subtraction of Whole Numbers". Motivate employees
by using simple manipulatives (the Cuisinaire rods), and involve the employees in the exercises whenever
possible. start with hand calculations; then gradually switch over to the calculator.

Simplify for the class the concepts of union of two sets and difference of two sets; for example, use terms
such as putting together and taking away. Start with the definition of addition. Handout and project
"Addition of Whole Numbers".

V First Activity: 20 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson

Math for Stafistkal Process Control

2
:

Divide: 400 /

Divide: L239 / 542

3.

4.

Comm*, Calme Olore

Uá.lmwO 142

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review
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Handout 10, Transparency 10

Capp2,2 NM by C.

Use circles to write the meaning cl / 5

2

L.vrr2 MIthrrat KM.

Use drdes to express 8 / 2

I.

Compkte the following exercises.

DIvIslon Problems

Ariihmtte leiew

Joblink
2

DIvIslon Word Problems

ArIolimetl.

Strilatleal lvertea Caseral

ithUnk

130015150

2

Thus Juan anis 20mw a inch as Irma ems.

Cansleta OM by Cam Cmolut1 Car stew

Ilassisall 11

BEST COPY AVALABLE

5S

Handout 11, Transparency 11

Wean 2 Atihretic Wow

Tbday is payday and you receiw $1200 In your paycheck ff you spend hail of A for
groceries and rent how much af your pay do you have WO

Problems
L

MO. The dffererce in pay I. $150

But we can also say that Juan earns twice as mud, as Innaor that he ems 2 lima
what bena aunt Note the arithmdic here

Answer $300 - $150

In the Juarez &Tay, Kim. maks 1300 per week awl his wife kma makes $150 per week
What is the difference between Juan, pay and Irma, pay?
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As you read the following word problerns, mot for *cid* atersedir befervottas. Dont be fooled
by the extra information! Follow the example:

114"

Copyright C1996 by Coast Community College District

Arithmetic Review

la Math Ur ffiraelselail rawer Cdaitswil

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

IH-10. T-10)

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

Handout
Transparency

(11-11. T-11)

Handout
Transparency

12

4 =3

the class that there are 3 groups of 4 dice. On the board write:

5.

4.

4 = 10/4 =22/4= 21/2=2.5

59
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80

Repeat similar examples on the overhead screen. In the above example, place ten plastic dice end
to end. Take a Cuisinaire that is four attached, a four-rod, and match it to the ten dice. It'll match 2
1/2 times. Distribute and project "Division Problems" and "Division Word Problems". Have
students complete.

0000 / 0000 / 00

follows:

In other words, the answer 2.5 means "two and a half groups of fours," which we can represent as

10

example:
Next, show two numbers that do not divide "evenly," thus giving a decimal answer. For

0000 / 0000 / 0000

groups of four!' In other words, group these objects as follows:

into

point out to
Dramatize the concept by placing 12 plastic dice or coins on the overhead screen;

division is simply repeated subtraction.

3. Now point out that this equation says "Group this many objects-- 000000000000

2.
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15 /5=3. Then say, "How can 15
For division, reverse the technique above. On the board, write
be separated into 3 sets containing 5 blocks each?" Reinforce the concept by explaining that

V Second Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

Math for Statistical Process Control V

es

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

61

5
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them to immediately press the square root key. Say, 'Did everyone now get 5? The square
root of 25 is 5:' Illustrate the problem on the board as follows:

5 x 5 = 25

Instruct them to punch in 5 x 5. Ask, "Did everyone get 25? Thats the right answer': Illustrate the
problem on the board as follows:

and point out and explain the Clear and the Clear Entry keys. (If time allows, explain constant,
memory, etc.) Save for last the square root key, the purpose of this activity.

3. Tell

2.

Page 33
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Tell the employees that they will now have an opportunity to use the calculator. Spend a few
minutes pointing out the keys. Tell them the number keys are arranged the same on all standard
keypads (and telephones). Now ask them to find the plus, minus, divide, multiply, and equals keys,

IF Third Activity: 10 Minutes

V Activities

Math for Statistical Process Control vir
Lesson 2: Arithmetic R eview

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

Lesson

2
:

6 :3

Lawn

5.

4.

What is the square root of Or

3.

datink

Cam*, NM bp Cad Caly calvi now

Ilawlent 12

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Handout 12, Transparency 12

Arlismkk Intim

The Juarez family wanb to fencx in a ywd that is exactly square The arca of the yard is
225 square feet How much fencing is the Juarez family going to need!

Wallpaper border needs to be onieted for the Johnson's Idtchen The sown b 20' x t5.x
25. 15. How much wallpaper border do you need to order?

w

Or

2

square Roots

Arlthmlie

What is the equate root et Ifir

:

I.

1

Ilalb Owe Statiatkall Pieces@ Coutsel

Arithmetic Review

Math for Statistical Process Control V

64
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2
:

Arithmetic Review

(54-12. T-12)

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

65

Handout
Transparency

6.

5.

4.
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Distribute and project "Square Roots".

6(3

If time permits, use the calculator to solve hard square-root problems. For example, ask for the
number of Cuisinare rods-dice-needed to make a square array of 20 dice. Let them struggle with
it for a while, and then suggest that if fractional parts of a Cusinaire are allowed, then we would
need a "little less than 4.5 dice" (since 4.5 x 4.5 = 20.25).
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Say, "You are probably wondering why and when you might use the square root key Here's one
example: Assume that you want to find the side of a square that has an area of 25 square yards for
example, for carpeting. The square root key solves such problems for you very easily!" (Note: Of
course, the underlying reason for teaching square roots is to prepare employees for the possibility
of computing the standard deviation of a distribution. There is no need to explain that here.)

V Third Activity: (continued)

Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

2
:

Arithmetic Review

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

67

The packing department is allowed 20 hours of overtime each week. There are six workers in the
department One worker never wants to work overtime, but the other five are always willing to
make a few extra dollars by working overtime. What is a fair share of overtime for each of these
workers?

For example:

What is the question? (What are we looking for?)

e.

CopyrigP 01996 by Coast Community College District

What is your solution, and does it make sense?

d. How do you plan to solve it? (State spedfically: Subtract 1 from 6 and divide into 20)

c.

3

b. Can you draw a picture of the situation? (Any schematic will dosay, 5 or 6 stick figures
for the workers and 20 boxes for the number of hours.)

a. Can you restate the problem in your own words? (Do you understand the problem?)
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Introduce basic problem-solving. Ask employees to volunteer real-time problems and use their
problems to establish a process for achieving solutions. In addition, prepare your own problems.

2. ASk the employees to answer the following questions:

1.

IT Fourth Activity: 25 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

2
:

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

Summarize key concepts.

3.

Say good-bye.

2. ASk for questions.

1.

V Ending: 5 Minutes

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Arithmetic Review

V Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V
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A

!

,e,

JobLink

ris......

Lesson 3
Decimals and Percents

Making Numbers Count

Math for Statistical Process
Control

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

73
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Understanding decimals is essential to expressing percents and rates.

The first topic covered in this lesson is decimals, the core of our base ten number system.

charges, bank fees, tax payments, payroll deductions, etc.

74

But knowing these basics pays off at home too. All of us must understand credit card interest

indispensable for this purpose.

compute percents, ratios, and proportions as part of their jobs. Your goal here is to learn how to
measure the effectiveness of quality control in manufacturing processes. These math concepts are

III
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Quality control engineers at companies involved in this project suggested adding this lesson to the
PRE-SPC module. At their companies, employees routinely work with dedmal amounts and

V Lesson Description

Math for Statistical Process Control 'V
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

charts, models, etc.

75

expressed in the form of a rate.
11. Calculate rates with the aid of
formulas and a calculator.
12. Apply their understanding of rates
when they convert statistical data on
the job, and represent the data on

10. Understand and Interpret information

objective.

Solve percent word problems.
Express work-related percent
statements as meaningful operational

accurately.
Compute basic ratios to get "unit pricing"

7.

8.
9.

Read and Interpret ratio statements

calculator.

Calculate percentages using a

correctly.

Read and lntemret percent statements

decimals.

Read and write decimal numbers.
Perform the basic arithmetical
operations using decimals.
Solve word problems involving

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

By completing this lesson, employees will be
able to:

1, Objectives

7

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Small Groups
Second Activity- Large Group
Third Activity- Large Group
Fourth Activity- Large Group
Fifty Activity- Large Group
Ending- Large Group

5 min

15 min.
15 min.
30 min.
25 min.

10 min
15 min
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V Total Time: 115 minutes

Ir Classroom Set-up

"Using the Calculator° (Handout 17)
"Decimal Numbers: Dividing" (Handout 18)
"Percents" (Handout 19)
"Rates" (Handout 20)

"Decimal Numbers: Addition and Subtraction
Word Problems" (Handout 15)
"Decimal Numbers: Multiplying (Handout 16)

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

"Rates" (Transparency 20)

"Percents" (Transparency 19)

"Using the Calculatoe (Transparency 17)
"Decimal Numbers: Dividing" (Transparency 18)

"Decimal Numbers: Multiplying (Transparency 16)

"Decimal Numbers" (Transparency 13)
'Decimal Numbers: Adding and Subtracting'
(Transparency 14)
"Decimal Numbers: Addition and Subtraction
Word Problems" (Transparency 15)

V Transparencies

1.

"Decimal Numbers" (Handout 13)
"Decimal Numbers: Adding and Subtracting"
(Handout 14)

V Handouts

V Hardware
Overhead projector and screen
2. Transparency pens
3. Cuisinaire blocks and dice (at least one set
for every three employees)
4. Calculators
5. Transparent cuisinaire rods
6. Wire abacus

V Materials Needed

jobLink

V Materials Needed

Math for Statistical Process Control
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents
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How do you read/write the number .61?

What does the number 467 mean?

2

2

Parwts

CrIN*1.1, Cr Corr Cro ors

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Handout 13, Transparency 13

Lawn C Nerds

Illassamt 13
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Fuld your men examples ot dedmal numbed and repeat the cardoes above

Koss do you read/mite the number 4 07

467w_f

What does the number 47 mean?

Decimal Numbers

no1 leysluals

I.

1...n s.

MIMs& Rao MMUS Seal Proses. Cameral 1.

Math for Stalislical Process Control V
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents

73

fil)
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5.

4.

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

Transparency

Handa

0145, T43)

...hundreds
tens

ones
.

tenths

hundredths

thousandths...

To introduce decimals, build on the same procedure used in Lesson 2 for whole numbers. If an
old-fashioned abacus is available, use it to demonstrate the meaning of "place value"; if not on the
board write the following (exaggerate the decimal point a bit) :

79

the exercises.
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Distribute "Decimal Numbers" and project it on the overhead. Allow the dass time to complete

Fill in a number and use it to emphasize (a) the central position that the decimal point plays, (b)
the °place value" to the right of the decimal point, and (c) the place value to the l0 of the decimal
point For example, begin with the number 1.34. Explain that it expresses 1 whole number, 3
tenths, and 4 hundredths. Say to the dass, °Read this number as 'one and thirty-four hundredths!"

3. Remind the class that numbers to the left of the decimal represent whole numbers-first ones, then
tens, next hundreds, and so on. Stress that numbers to the right of the decimal represent parts of
numbers-first tenths, then hundredths, next thousandths, and so on.

2.
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Say, "In this lesson you will learn how to read and write numbers decimal numbers. You will also
learn how to add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimal numbers!'

V Opening: 10 Minutes

V Activities

Math for Statistical Process Control IF
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents
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82

Involve the employees in the discussion. Ask them specific questions to make sure that they
grasp the basic principles.

81

3.

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

001

"borrowing" in subtacting decimals. Stress the
similarity with adding and subtracting whole numbers. Point out that the decimal point is a
separator-it divides the whole part of the number (the left side) from the fractional part the
decimal part, of the number (the right side).

decimals. Underscore that the procedure is the same as for whole numbers.

of
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Use the old-fashioned wire abacus (if available) to demonstrate addition and subtraction

2. DiSCUSS "carrying" in adding decimals and

1.

V First Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents

Subtract 1239

raml. WON* Cre CammiwCay

Ilrorker la
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Handout 14, Transparency 14

SAI

Subtract 400 S2

whe &es 12 - S meant How do you Mitt NO

Add1239.542+9S+ 10

3-12

400
+

Add: 400 + S2 +

4.5

12

Mir don 12 + S meant

Imm Dadmi NS ft.*

S.

2

I.

11,..101.

Ilarkeleal Powwow Cowered

Decimal Numbers: Adding and Subtracting

111114edr

1376.75

1/6410111 II

72

Multiply 12391.5.42

remind 111

8
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Handout 16, Transparency 16

yeetaware ewc....wer oap cars

alltsltply uste your olculator 425 .52

Now tepee 42 stove but this dun re iaboo hine If you dont blow row Io an
calother ark eoeneone In your poop who does cc sat your thatrucre Ton lel learn
how Ino,. a ataththe the net worksheet

LSI

Loma IMINNYwd tomb

4

I

these numbers you can multiply two numbert r folorm

12 + 12 + 12 + 1.2 + 12 The sum Is 7.2 (add the rafters to re

As berm the wawa Is 72

La

12

Inner of sddkr

12 le 4 aware 12
ter )0une110.

2 Mat* 43 re 52

1.

Complete the Mowing eserthes

Dedmal Numbers: Multiplying

L..... a: o.e...1. .a ....... .

Jaw*

JobLink
11111 Mara Ire Ilearebel Power Corbel

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Handout 15, Transparency 15

C.4.0.504 Crefammiv 00. Dodo

How much money do you twee In your account alter ycor &pelf

In your paycheck. On your way horns you spent 8I5037 for groceries Then you dad&
4. depor the rat ofyour paychet the your ducking account

Too haw $130330 In your ducting account Today I. payday ard wet erre 113630

Omen Dallubard hanisk

I.

/215.50

SISIIZ

Anew Irma and Nan mate ST743 each wart

Nan mates
Imo mates

Nan Name snake =SO per week =I hle with Inns makes usoz per wet How much
money do Irma ind1nan ern d, week2

Canner

Complete the Ibloweg mesa Sam the ample

Decimal Numbers:
Addition and Subtraction Word Problems

D1..1. 41 ttttttt .

MOW& lie Star era throw. Crafted T
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7.

6.

5.
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Transparency

Hannan

04414, T-110

Handout
Trannarancy

0445., T45)

Trumann°,

MUM

0444, T44)

4.
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86

Demonstrate how we multiply two decimals. Stress that the process is precisely the same as
multiplying whole numbers; the °trick" lies in positioning the decimal point in the answer!
Distribute "Decimal Numbers: Multiplying" and project it on the overhead.

Distribute "Dedmal Numbers: Addition and Subtraction Word Problems". Discuss each problem to
make sure that employees understand them; then allow them time to complete these exercises.

Distribute "Decimal Numbers: Adding and Subtracting", and project it on the overhead. Walk
around the room to help employees with any problems they may have.

him fo meet you after class.)

Dramatize the need to count the number of positions in the original two numbers. Explain why
we count by (a) using a common fraction such as a/b, (b) using the geometric definition of
multiplication, or (c) placing the numbers in expanded notation and using the distributive law.
Take the practical approach and simply state the rule. (Note: If anyone wants a full explanation, ask her or

V First Activity: (continued)

V Activities

Math for Statistical Process Control ?
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents
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Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

.

V

Using the Calculator

StatiolIcal Posse= Cowing. II
Dochea Is en1

41:40*

30x410
300 it 400

&

3/40

3/400
3/4,003

3/40,000

1
4.

S

visior

Write your answers alter the

4,10 MOO te Owe Owsulte, Calip Mole

Illowdowl 17

BEST COPY MULE'
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Handout 17, Transparency 17

Lowet DecMul. mol Prtab

Can you read the annwn that are In scientific notation, If not, ask your tratructor for help

3/400,000

3/4

I.

2

Now toe your cakulator to aunpute the followirg
equal, rifin

Can you read the answen that an in sdentific notation? ff not, ask yotr instructor for help.

30,000 x 40000

&003 it 4,003

3x

I.

2

Use your calculator to solve the following problems. %it the answers after the equals sign

1

Wet

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents
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Distribute and project "Using the Calculator". Use the first exercise to teach employees to
multiply with a calculator and to deal with scientific notation. Emphasize that (3000 x 4000)
should read as 1.2 E 6 on most nonscientific calculators. (If it does not on your calculators, add
more zeros to the numbers.) Explain this scientific notation carefully. Do the same for the
division problems, which may be trickier.

denoting the power to which that number, symbol, or expression is to be raised.

Scientific Notation: a method of writing or displaying numbers in terms of a decimal number between 1 and 10
multiplied by a power of 10. For example: Scientific notation of 10,492 is 10,492 x 104 (American Heritage
Dictionary)
Exponents: A number or symbol placed to the right of and above another number, symbol, or expression

Explain the concept of scientific notation (at least as far as it applies to the calculator). Use an
overhead calculator if available (if not, use the board or the overhead). Be sure to mention exponents.

Say, "We all know how convenient calculators are. They facilitate calculations and save a lot of
time!" Now tell employees that in this lesson they will use the calculator to learn the rudiments of
scientific notation. Explain that in calculations, especially decimal calculations, they might
encounter this type of readout.

89

3.

2.

1.

learn how to use the calculator for problem-solving.

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

Handout
Transparency

tH-17, T-17)
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Instructor: Address decimal division later, after this lesson on calculators, so that employees will

V Second Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents
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Handout 18, Transparency 18

Caryetft OIM try C.

How much do Jima Ind Juan spend on rent?

Juan Juan= makes $325.75 per wwk and his svik Irma makes 9155.90 per week They
divide their combined pay into 3 equal pate one part for rent, one part for food, and
one part for all other othenses.

Ism 3 Dolma rel

5.

542 w

Divide. WO 52

5

Divide: 1239

Use drdes to write the meaning of 9

2

S.

Use drdes to expiess 10

25

Decimal Numbers: Dividing

Dstiaela roll tttttttt

I.

1

.111 Math fee glatialleall heeler irawthiel

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents
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Distribute and project 'Decimal Numbers: Dividing".

9

2. On the overhead screen place 15 plastic cubes (or even better, paper units that you can easily cut) and
ask the class to divide the 15 into two equal groups-that is, to perform the division
2. (Answer: 7 and one half, or 7 5, in each group.)
15

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

tringareney
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Remind employees that division is simply repeated subtraction. Now tell them they will divide
decimals, and admit to them that decimal division is trickier.

Y Third Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Math for Statistical Process Control ir
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents
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write 25% = .25 on the board, and explain why the percent and the decimal are indeed
equivalents. Allow employees to use the calculator as you write on the board
25% = 1/4
1 -- 4 = .25.

93

Distribute and project "Percents" and complete the exercises. Repeat the exercises many times
with different numbers. Experiment with the employees by asking them to cover a (10x10) flat
with 90 small dice, 100, 120...(12001o).

Project the plastic sheets of Cusinaire dice, rods, and flats (and to a lesser extent the cubes) to
introduce the idea of percent (use simple hand-drawn squares if the transparencies are not
available.) Group the dass into teams of two. Distribute the "plastic rods" (a term simpler than
Cusinaire rods).

97

4.

3.

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

Trsnparency

Handout

Wit MI)

2.
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Review percents with the dass. Include examples of how they use percents everyday as they
compute interest rates, sales tax, discounts, price increases, savings, etc.

V Fourth Activity: 30 Minutes

V Activities

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents
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10

Discuss rates such as the ones mentioned above and other simple, familiar rates; proceed to
proportions if the dass easily grasps the concept of rate.

Explain that percent is also a rate-for instance, an interest rate of 12%.

$134 per ounce, $1.99 per pound-all are examples of rates:1

4. Distribute and project "Rates".

3.

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

l0
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Me Out
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2.
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Introduce the concept of rate. Say, "You use rates every day. For example, 55 mph, $1.47 per gallon,

lr Fifth Activity: 25 Minutes

V Activities

Math for Statistical Process Control Ar
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents

Lesson 3: Decimals and Percents

103

2.

Tell the students good-bye.

Decimals
Percents
Rates

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Summarize the concepts taught today.

V Ending: 5 Minutes

V Acthrities

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 3 :Decimals and Percents
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Descriptive Statistics

Lesson 4

Making Numbers Count

Math for Statistical Process
Control

s

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

10 "?
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103

In this lesson employees build skill in two ways: by learning to read graphs and learning to build
them. This lesson is closely linked to the last lesson, on control charts.

understand oral and written communications.

Productive, promotable employees need to understand descriptive statistics as well as they

Daily newspapers and magazines routinely communicate information by using tables, graphs, and
charts because graphs present a lot of information quickly and succinctly. Likewise, companies
routinely use descriptive statistics to communicate important information to their employees.

industry, perhaps as much as 90% of the statistics used are descriptive statistics.

Page 62
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The ability to read and interpret descriptive statistical graphs (tables, graphs, and charts) and draw
conclusions from them is an essential skill for productive employees and intelligent citizens. In

V Lesson Description

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Read, interpret, and build line graphs.

Read and interpret cirde graphs.

Explain how descriptive statistics relate

3.

4.

5.

1 t)

Calculators (one per employee)
Large scissors
Construction paper

pizza slices)

Overhead projector and screen
Transparency pens
Cuisinaire rods
Plastic or cardboard circle graphs (like

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

T Hardware

V Materials Needed

\

to quality control.

Read, interpret and build bar graphs.

Read, interpret and build frequency
tables.

2.

1.

By completing this lesson, employees will
be able to:

V Objectives
Tronowtnet

Handout

joblink

110

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Small Groups
Third Activity- Large Group
Ending- Large Group

V Total Time: 90 minutes

Page 63

15 min.
15 min.

10 min
20 min
30 min

Classroom Set-up

"Reading and Interpreting Line Graphs"
(Handout 27a & 27b)
"Comparing Line Graphs" (Handout 28)
"Reading and Interpreting Cirde Graphs"
(Handout 29)
"Building Frequency Tables" (Handout 30)
"Building Bar Charts" (Handout 31)

V Materials (collard)

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

(Handout 26)

"Reading and Interpreting Tables" (Handout 25)
"Reading and Interpreting Bar Graphs"

"Rainfall for the week of 3/9" (Handout 21)
'Temperature on March 9" (Handout 22)
"Costs for XYZ, Inc7 (Handout 23)
"Reading Graphs and Tables" (Handout 24)

Handouts

"Building Bar Charts" (Trans. 31)

"Rainfall for the week of 3/9" (Trans. 21)
'Temperature on March 9" (Trans. 22)
"Costs for XYZ, Inc" (Trans. 23)
"Reading Graphs and Tables" (Trans. 24)
"Reading and Interpreting Tables" (Trans. 25)
"Reading and Interpreting Bar Graphs" (Trans. 26)
"Reading and Interpreting Line Graphs"
(Trans. 27a & 27b)
"Comparing Line Graphs" (Trans. 28)
"Reading & Interpreting Circle Graphs" (Trans 29)
"Building Frequency Tables" (Trans. 30)

T Transparencies

V Materials (cont'd)

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

111

4 or More Children

3 Children

2 Children

1 Child

0 Children

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

2. Draw employees a bar graph such as this one:

112
Page 65
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1. Welcome employees. Tell them that the opening activity will be fun, and explain that they will
learn the basics of bar graphs. Try to ease employees' anxiety about this lesson.

ir Opening: 10 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

11 3
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By city where they reside (this is a pictograph)
By country of origin
By music preference (Classical, Country, Pop, Jazz)

4. Repeat the exercise with other criteria, such as:
Number of years with this company
Number of years working
Number of years in the United States

114

single file behind you.
child?"
Repeat this process with the "children group" Ask, "How many of you have only one
Then ask, "How many of you have two children?"
Continue in this way, forming a simple "human bar graph7
When finished, discuss the meaning of the °graph" with the dass.

3. Explain

that the dass will now form a "human bar graph'.' Proceed as follows:
say,
Ask employees to line up on one side of the room. stand in front of them and then
"How many of you have children?"
form a
Now ask those who have no children (that is, those who did not raise their hands) to

V Opening: (continued)

V Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 4 Descriptive Statistics
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Handout 21, Transparency 21
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Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics
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Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

117

(H.22, T22)
Handout
Transparency

Transparency

Handout

(H-21, T-21)

how to read.
Explain that this type of graph is called a line graph. Explain

Say, 'According to this graph at 6:00 am the temperature was 56 degrees.

5.

6.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Distribute and project "Temperature on March 9.

How much rain did we get on Wednesday?
Which day did we get the most rain?
Which day did we get the least amount of rain.

Ask the class,

113

how to read the graph.
Explain that this type of graph is called a bar graph. Explain
Say, "According to this graph the week of 3/9 we got .2 inches of rain on Sunday.

4.

3.

2.

Page 69
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NOTE: If you have actual charts from the company they should be used instead of the generic
charts provided.

Distribute and project "Rainfall for the week of 3/9".

V First Activity: 20 Minutes

V Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 4 Descriptive Statistics
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Reading Graphs and Tables
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a

Handout 24, Transparency 24

Copyrisht OIVAI by Una Commun., C., Demo

How will your boss react if Graph A shows sales units for your company?
How will your boss react to Graph B?

How will your boss react if Graph A shows the number of products returned
by customers for your company? How will your boss react to Graph B?

How will your boss react if Graph A shows the number of new customers for
your company? How will your boss react to Graph B?

Descriptive Statisfio

d.

c.

b.

How will your boss react if Graph A shows the trend in profit for your
company? How will you boss react to Graph IP

Below there are two pictures of your boss-a happy picture, and an unhappy picture.
Locking at the line graphs below, predict how your boss will react to each graph as you
read items a through d. use the pictures for your Vredictions7

2

a.

Where will you find graphs and tables?

jobLink
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I.

Complete the exercises below.

t

FM Math for Statistical Process Control V
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Math for Statistical Process Control V
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0443, T.231

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statisfics

Handout
Transparsnce

0421. T-24)

Handout
Transparency

Explain that this is called a pie chart. Explain how to read the chart.

9.

12 I

121
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Page 71
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13. Have students answer the questions on the handout Walk around the room and help them
answer the questions.

12. Distribute and project "Reading Graphs and Tables".

How much of the costs went to Administration?
How much of the costs went to Marketing?
Where do most of the costs go?

11. Ask,

10. Say, "According to this graph, 15% of XYZ's expenses went to research.

Distribute and project "Costs for XYZ, Inc7.

What was the temperature at 9:00 am?
What was the temperature at 9:00 pm?
What was the highest temperature of the day? At what time?
What was the lowest temperature of the day? At what time?

Ask the following questions,

8.

7.

11F First Activity: (continued)

If Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 4 Descriptive Statistics
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Explain that they will start with simple bar graphs and line graphs. Then they will work on more
frequency tables and bar graphs. Cirde graphs will be read and will be done last.

"Reading and Interpreting Tables"
"Reading and Interpreting Bar Graphs"
"Reading and Interpreting Line Graphs"
°Comparing Line Graphs"

Distribute and project

and line graphs.

I. Tell employees that in this activity they will begin to build simple frequency tables, bar graphs,

Page 73
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Note to Instructor: Let the employees do as much of the work as possible in this activity.

V Second Activity: 30 Minutes

V Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 4 Descriptive Statistics
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CogeVe SIM by Cane Csalfly edge Was

NOWVIIIIM 20

BEST COPY

MIAMI
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Handout 29, Transparency 29

Demote. tatlabe

Re et IDA

PON

PIM 1011

on

$100. Her total salary is Woo. How many slices tithe circle repsesent Rent? How many
represent Food? Car? Entertainment? Your pie chart should look something like *is:

Consider Maries butet breakdown: Rent $500, Food (300, Cir $100, and Entertainment

If BM of your companys ornses go to employee wages, how many small slices does
wage expense represent/

your rent °cense?

LOCO 4

3.

2

I.

Use the following Ineaming device' to estimate how to interpret the pie dusts in 0.1e
questions, The sma2 slice shown is IMO of the entirt circle (someiimes we call circle vsphs pie
charts) So it okes 10 of the mall ones make up the endue eirele

Reading and Interpreting CWele Graphs

Loos"

Maus

Math for Statislical Process Control 'V
Lesson 4 Descriptive Statistics

123
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V

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

129

04.W 7.21
Handout
Tramparency

Copyrigit 01996 by Coast Community College District

Distribute and project "Reading and Interpreting Cirde Graphs".

130

To show employees how to estimate using manipulatives. If you want to be more specific, cut out
an entire cirde from construction paper, and cut out additional slices of about 36° (10% of the
circle) and 90° (25% of the circle).

(36°) as a measuring device.

4. Have students complete.

3.

2.
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Use the "pizza slices" to introduce employees drcle graphs and pie charts. start with a slice of 10%

1r Third Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

Math for Statistical Process Control

v

........

JON kik

Com,. Om. by Cr. Comoney Co5., Dawn

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

131

Handout 30, Transparency 30

Demptve 5005fles

Which category has the lowest number'

3

1,15011

Which category has the roost money,

$30.00 or more

/MI
0.004an

$10.00Mell_

115.00.1124.

C9.4. 01.1 lar Cs.

0.01$111..

...roar.

ttel.01.1211.10

Handout 31

SW or trae

41° BEST COPY MAILABLE
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13?

Handout 31, Transparency 31

Decripew 9350.

2

tenon

3

$20.00 - $24.99

Handout 30

4

615.00 . $19.99

$25.00 - $29.99

5

$10.00 - $14.99

People
6

Frequency
(Number)

$ 5.00 - $9.99

(1 ll/I)

Money (51

Joblink
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Use the data in Handout 30 to complete the bar chart below. As cads person reports how
mudt change she or he has, shade in the appropriate box. The fust filled-in box represents
the instructor. who daims to be broke! Your finished bar graph should like the graph at the
beginning of the lesson

Building Bar Charts

EllMath For Stathrtkal Romer Control r

$ 0.00 - $4.99

Tally

Amount of Pocket

Fill in the table as your dassmates tell you the amounts:

2

I.

Empty your pocket change onto your desk and count 0 When your instructor tells you. record
the amount on the sheet below:

Building Frequency Tables

.....

Math for Statlatkal Process Control .tr

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

4. Say good-bye.

Copyright el996 by Coast Community College District

131

therefore, to "make up" some data (a phenomenon not totally unknown to statisticians). Start again and
have employees estimate the most pocket money they generally carry.

Note: Chances are you won't have enough data to fill in a decent frequency table. Be prepared,

Distribute and project "Building Bar Charts".

point show all employees how to tally in the pre-made frequency table. If these frequencies are
inadequate, choose others and instruct employees to scratch out the old ones and put in your
new ones (or have them tally on a different paper).

Ask each employee to count his or her change and to wait for your instructions. When all are
ready, ask the first employee to report the amount of change he or she has on the desk. At that

some people don't can,/ pocket change. Some "zeros" help in this lesson.)
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Distribute and project "Building Frequency Tables". Now take out your pocket change and put
it on your desk. Ask all employees to do the same. (ro spare possible embarrassment, comment that

3. Summarize the information from today's lesson.

2.

133

Trantpxoncy

Handout

(441, T.S1)

Trim Money

Handout

04-3o T301

1.

V Ending: 15 Minutes

V Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 4 Descriptive Statistics

Work

At

135

Winning

Joi. Lin/

Basic Statistics

Lesson 5

Making Numbers Count

13G

Math for Statistical Process
Control

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

'V

charts correctly.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

139

objective of this module, namely, to increase the employees' ability to interpret and create control

the terms mean, median, mode, and range. Thus the lesson serves a valuable purpose in the overall

In the activities, employees begin with physical manipulatives and then progress to simple word
problems. As they complete the activities, employees are introduced to the basic concepts and to

tendency (mean, median, and mode), and one measure of dispersion (range).

Page 80
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This lesson introduces the basic tools of descriptive and inferential statistics, measures of central

If Lesson Description

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

V Hardware

200 pennies (two rolls)

employees)

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

4.

1.

39

jobLink

10

Ending- Large Group

Fourth Activity- Large Group
Fifth Activity- Large Group
Sixth Activity- Large Group

Opening- Small Groups
First Activity- Small Groups
Second Activity- Small Groups
Third Activity- Small Groups

V Total Time: 90 minutes

Page 81

5 min.

10 min.

5 min

15 min.

15 min.

15 min

15 min.

10 min.

V Classroom Set-up

"Additional Exercises in Finding the Average
or Mean" (Handout 35a, 35b)
"Finding the Median" (Handout 36a, 36b)
"Steps in Calculating the Mean" (Handout 37)
"Calculating the Median" (Handout 38a, 38b)
"Finding the Mode" (Handout 39)
"Finding the Range" (Handout 40a, 40b)

V Materials (count)

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

32a and 32b)
"Steps in Finding the Average or Mean"
(Handout 33)
"Exercises in Finding the Average or Mean"
(Handout 34a, 34b, 34c)

V Handouts

LH
"Exercises on the Balancing Point" (Handout

"Finding the Mode" (Transparency 39)
"Finding the Range" (Transparency 40a, 40b)

Cuisinaire rods (preferably one set per
employee, but at least enough to
share in groups of two or three)
2. Transparent Cuisinaire rods (to
project on the overhead)
3. A balance with multiple hooks on
each side or a set of yardsticks or
meter sticks (one for every two

"Steps in Calculating the Mean" (Transparency 37)
"Calculating the Median" (Transparency 38a, 38b)

problems.

median, mode, and range to word

117101101CV

"Exercises on the Balancing Point"
(Transparency 32a and 32b)
"Steps in Finding the Average or Mean"
(Transparency 33)
"Exercises in Finding the Average or Mean"
(Transparency 34a, 34b, 34c)
"Additional Exercises in Finding the Average
or Mean" (Transparency 35a, 35b)
"Finding the Median" (Transparency 36a, 36b)

Transparencies

V Materials Needed

V Materials Needed

1.

Define mean, median, mode, and
range.
2. Calculate mean, median, mode and,
range.
3. Apply their understanding of mean,

By completing this lesson, employees will
be able to:

V Objectives

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

StIllotie.

JAW*

Le sso n 5: Basic Statistics

centimetaa.

inches

kirk Latlato

CNonutly Gip Weis

+ 99) /2

+ 35) /2

0111 b, C.

b. If you have a meter stick

a 3/ you have a yanistick

Now do the following math:

Easideut 52.

While cne partner cortinues balancing the rick, the other partner now places one plastic
cube at the WM) mark of the yanked. AND one plastic cube at the 35-inch mark If
you are using a meter stick, place one cube at the 1-centimeter mat and the second
cube at ex 99-centimeter mark Did the balancing point change?

rte meter stick balance position is at

lle yardstick balance position is at

Balance the yardstick or meter nick using a pen or penal (or your index Nal. Have
the other partner identify where the yanktick balances. look at the yardstick and mad
off the please position Write tNs number here:

Handout 32a, Transparency 32a

upon

S.

2

1

winds&

Work with a minor to complete the following @Widen. War Instructor win
ohm yana wrdstidt or motor WM end rano plonk rode and Woe for OW

Exercises on the Balancing Point

.

Mods kw leareistkel Twasiews Osiwiwol

Lesson 5: Basic Sta tis tics

If you have a meter stkk (I+ 99 +99)/3

b.

1
4 10

2
15

CoanwS, Cap Clela

50

Emial S211

BEST COPY AVAILABLF

14 ?

Handout 32b, Transparency 32b

UPPIOMION

What is the average? Where doss es rick balance?

Number of cube,
Location on the stick

Now assume that in ? above your findings are is &nowt

average

Now switch places with your partner Experiment plaeng various numbers of plastic
tubes along the stkk and observe how the balance &Nee Write down the numbers
where the tido balance. Note that the place whae the reek balan:es is called the

If you have a yardstick (1 + 35 + 55)/5

a

Complete the following math

To balance the stick once more, what mutt you place the pencil (or your Nee?

On the yardstick place one cube at the 1-inch mark and two cubes at the 55-inch mark
(on a meter stick, one cube at the 1-centirneter mark and two at the 99-centimeter mule
ls the balancing point the same as before? Explain the dumge to your partner

Lawn S It SISOLIcs

a

7

S.

4.
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CordInuo mating In pars N you oomptsto ow nocenne nernoes.

(continued)

Exercises on the Balancing Point

Iasi. 1111.11"

Moat lbw Stallbtleall homes Coollsoll
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Math for Statistical Process Control vr

Handout

0442a. T-32a)

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

143

Handout
Transparency

044M TOM

Transparency

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

144

Distribute and project "Exercises on the Balancing Point°. instruct employees to pair off in groups
of two.

Cuisinaire rods or coins) to illustrate the physical meaning of mean or average. Explain that the point
where the yardstick balances is the mean.

a yardstick and small weights (or

that we observe, for example, on an old-fashioned balance or on a teeter-totter.

2. Use the balance to demonstrate the idea of a mean. Next, use

3.

Page 83
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the balance
Welcome the group. Discuss the idea of the mean or average as a balancing point. Explain

Opening: 10 Minutes

V Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control 'V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

180

A: 180/20 w 9

it

A: 20

Handout SS

149

Handout 33, Transparency 33

OW*. 151,6 by Co, Concur, C.4. Dasam

0: What is their average or mean'

Imuon S Baser SWIM,

3

I. 0: How many numbers'
2. 0 What is their sum'

Example: Assume you have a list of 20 numbers and they total 180. To find the average or
mean of 20 numbers, apply the step above:

3.

2.

Count how many separate numbers you are working with.
Add up all the numbers to find the sum.
Divide the sum by how many numbers.

lb find the average or the mean, follow thine Mgt

1

JobLink

Steps In Finding the Average or Mean

Math for Statistkal Process Control 1'

:

5

5

t,

/
en at. me. *Ial a be

te, many

adi Ned

MI

e

MAP

I5 Fem.
Tan I, 7 perr,

PAPAWFAST COPY

I 4 r3

Handout 34c,
Transparency 34c
Page 84

Handout 34b,
Transparency 34b

4lnamim

ramp a. man maraar. al pm, Pe Ulm, ewe emelelw,
Ian 1555 IP pram

fine Iv nersettourly ay al en Isabel *le ern IAA 47511 $475. um mos.

yes. am Mee a...arse

0 ea

tan May Nee 4 pamm tt.. 0
10*117 or MEM 55,4, al pee, am me Atka lune

tan Pe atm 41512 Ihrn lm 40 nem, mere to 0/511ALL

57,55.5 len ha 7 panne 541am pra at me on pa awn MAI um AVM Km
0 pererzteL11 plamm al am. RN an pm coon,deld Mea ee we. a/

tyreve,

by 7 lora
MGM behat

Pe am we meal eke to fed re pm, ft. mean al, se a a

CoantInum0

Itonanuern
alba to AVIUGI at Ma MGM el

pa ten mal Alle. Neese tete 0.0

Dr wpm. eau pa es 151

Exerdses In landing the Avenge or Mean

JobLink

tom. ym am,

7

COMM 53 FindIng the MOMS or mem

MO t"..""1:1r=17.717

Handout 34a,
Transparency 34a

Wear

alb, pre Km we pm,

14, many pennon , JeMO 0100 ham Or.,

ma, plow ana elha Noe/

lam ma, pawn ems ran

Mehl* Poe Th. IMMO. Ple 11114041111 ~ow

toot ear mom. Fa Oa ORM MINOS. ea* ea Me Ow Oar

Exercises In Mean the Avenge or Mean

MI too 4, Nal p.m.*
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Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

Handout

MIL T.an

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

Trumann°,

Handout

(WUCT.Ud

Tnumrency

04-14b. TM)
Handout

Tremarem

Handout

(I4444. T44 a)

Trams renn

Alfred's money

Point out that finding the average is essentially the same as trying to "even out' the groups of
pennies so that each group has the same number of pennies.

Ken's money

147

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

143

Mean" and project these exercises on the
overhead. Lead employees through the exercises.

5. Distribute "Exercises in Finding the Average or

4. Repeat the exercise with a group of 2 pennies and a group of 3 pennies. Explain the need here
to split a penny in half in order to average the groups (the average of 2 and 3 is 2.5).

3.

this:

2. Arrange two groups of pennies on the overhead-2 pennies in one group (call this set "Ken's
money") and 4 pennies in the other (call this set "Alfred's money"). The screen should look like

Page 85
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Distribute "Steps in Finding the Average or Mean" and project it on the overhead. Also
distribute some pennies to each employee. Explain that this activity will help employees
understand the concept of mean.

V First Activity: 15 Minutes

'I' Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

Jobait

rismst 33

14

Handout 35a Transparency 35a

CaprWo MOM Iry Qat Commly Celle lista

Find the average height of your das" including the instructor Work in pain to measure
everyone's height Atter the instructor has written the height on de board find the
average or mean hekght for the entire dan.

Place all of you. podcet change in fmnt of you Add up all the dtange you have and tdl
the instructor your total Find the average or mean amount of pocket change for the
dais. Use the space below for your calculation

Joon 5 tare sauna

2

I.

Made. thl ~SOO Of Mel!~ II the foaming problems.

Additional Exercises in
Finding the Average or Mean

Preen. foot."
IIIIII Ma& for 9110111.81eal
Ilasle Stattetits

Joblink

What is the avenge nunber (dhows you and your pruner spend driving to tent

c

Item the entire dot

Create similar problems using data tom three or four people in your dale or using data

eadi day?

What is the average amount of money you and your partner spend on lent for
your families ead, month?

b.

What is the average amount of money you and your partner spend on food for
your families each month?

should nisembk these camper

Choose a partner Each of you will now make up a story problem that lettires you to
and de mean or average Then work together to solve the problem' Your problems

Find the other employees in your dais who do the same lob as you du lbgethec record
the number of pieces each el you worked on yestnday. lind the average number for
your group.

keniinuan

Additional Exercises In
Finding the Average or Mean

"14 flatlaties

WO Orr Sliallotkui Power Gmllace

4,101011% by Caw GamarIly Cip Mar

alamiOnt Sib

BEST COPY AVAILA BLE

15

Handout 35b Transparency 35b

Liam S Oak Iteldba
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lf you don't have ernigh space here, do your calculations on a reparate piece of paper

4.

&

Ell

Copyright (01996 by Coast Community College District

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

Math for Statistical Process Control V

(H35a. T-35a)

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

151

Handout
Transparency

01.35b, T-35b1

Handout
Transparency

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Copyright Cl996 by Coast Community College District

Reinforce the concepts of average and mean, and close the activity.

152

Walk around the room to help individuals or groups as needed. Complete as many exercises as
time permits.

Allow employees to work in pairs if you wish.

Explain that you will read each exercise and then give the dass time to work it out.

Exercises in Finding the Average or Mean" and project both sheets on the overhead.
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Distribute 'Additional
Tell employees that they will now practice taking the average of numbers.

V Second Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

:

Math for Statislical Process Control V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

Job Link

b.

a.

1. 2. Z 10. 10

Ceprpft 019.4 by Cow Commary Calk. Darn

1, 1.

Ilandout 36a

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

153

Handout 36a, Transparency 36a

I.

Then find the middle number Since eleven numbers are displayed, the median
is the sixth number. 1.

I. I. t, 1. 2. 2. 10 10

First arrange the numbers from ieñ to right. kke this:

Sometimes the median, not the mean or average is a better statistic to use to represent a
group of numbers as a whole. To find the median of the numbers listed in the numbers
2. 10. I, 1, 1. I. 10. 1, 2. 1. 1. do this-

Look at the numbers 2, 10, I. t. I, t, 10 I. 2, I. I again. How well does the average 3
represent this entire set of numbers? Explain your answer.

What is the average of the number of rods your teacher has put on the overhead?

Lamson 5 Bask Wes.

3

2.

I.

Finding the Median

11 Math for Statistkal Process Control

:

Joblink

520

55

Tony luan
55

Peg

Tran
55

Don
55

56

Kim
55

Rosa

$5

55

55

Rosa Peg

55

Don

55

Tran

Fred
57

Bob
$6
55

55

Pedro Rim

520

520

Tony Roe

Standout 561.

BEST COPY AVAUBLE

154

Handout 36b, Transparency 36b

Copy*. 0155% SnC. ol Cowman Cale,. bow

What is the median pay?

55

tuan

find the middle person, and Id read that number

To find the median hourly pay for the 11 people above. L3.1 put the salaries in order. Od

55

Dave Pedro Bob
020

Find the AVERAGE pay for these 11 workers.

57

Fred

The 11 people below eam hourly wages as listed:
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Which number better represents the number of years an employee has worked for this
company, the average 131 or the median DP

Loam 5 Basic %tram

6

5.

4.

(continued)

Finding the Median

.

1/111 Math for Stattrekal Peaces. Coarsest w

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

I

Trumann°,

OI-186.136br
Handout

Tranaparenca

Handout

01411a , T4Sal

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

15I3

complete
Distribute "Finding the Median" and project each sheet on the overhead as employees
the problems.

4. Explain that the median is at times a better measure of central tendency.
above. Say, "Suppose these numbers represent the number of years 11 employees

Refer to the example
have been with
the company. The average is about 3 years, but the median is one year, and the median is a truer
measure of the number of years this group of 11 people has been with the company'

board.

employees if they could find the mean of these rods. show them the calculation on the

central tendency.)

3. First ask

5.

this:
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a handful of Cuisinaire rods on the overhead; choose a set that looks something like
2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1. (The idea is to show that the mean is not always a good measure of

Tell employees that they will now learn the concept of median.

2. Place

1.

V Third Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

:

Math for Statislical Process Control V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

CfooanO5 car Moat

tadaat 37

15r7

Handout 37, Transparency 37

Capita WN I/5

((there is an ma number 4 dart the mecian pontion vall be between the two mid&
rembert The average of these two numbers the melan (For example givm 14 pieces
of data, the median falls between 7 and 8; therefore, the median I. 73)

lame S lak WOW

&

If there is an odd mother 4400. the midlt number is the median (For comple given 19

2

separate pimes of data, the median is 9; given 27 pieces, the mecian n (4; etc)

Rewrite the data from smallest to largest

die median. follow the stem

jatink

1.

To find

lasie Stotostico

Steps In Calculating the Median

5.

El Web ler Stnilletks1 Fromm familfed

:

awatte WPM ao Ma Mt wales

44100*

1
M.21.25 51.

.0.1gistimelimm..11

Mad...gaga

Handout 38a,
Transparency 38a
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Handout 38b
Transparency 38b
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Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

(N47. T-17)

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

3.

2.

159

Handout
Traroparanca

T111b)

Worpareney

Handout

tH-Ilas,

Holdout
Tranoonowl
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Distribute "Calculating the Median" and project both sheets on the overhead.

IGO

Distribute "Steps in Calculating the Median" and project it on the overhead. Explain the steps
to the dass.

Use the same data from the Third Activity,
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but now compute the median by formula. Conduct
this activity together as a class, not in groups.

V Fourth Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control 'V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

:

1G1

Finding the Mode

las" 5Istico

r Staltbstka imams Gmehol

V

$5

$5

$4
$2

$20

toprIghl

ti Cos Coma* Cafe Diaia

$20

BEST COPY MAAR!
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Handout 39, Transparency 39

Lam, t Fisk Sbelstka

Find the mode of the height of the dms, inducing the teacher

$5

4.

$S

Find the mode of pocket change for the Wire dam

$5

Peg Don Iran Pedro Kim Bob Fled Tisny Dave

S.

SS

Rosa
$5

Find the mode of the hourly salary for the people in the utile below

2
Juan

Find the mode in the ntrnbert. 2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, I, 2. 1, I

I.

Raadoot SIP

Jolgink

In the following set Of lumber% which number man most Wren?
!The snow Is the mode.)

54111.

Math for Statistical Process Control
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

162
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Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

1

:3

Trarpareney

Mandatit

01411, T3111)

the most Tell the dass, "Mode is the easiest

exercises.

3. Distribute "Finding the Mode"

2. Explain

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

and project it on the overhead. Lead employees through the

that the mode provides a quick way of arriving at a measure of central tendency. Tell
employees that the mode is not used very often in quality control.

2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1
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Explain that the mode is the number that occurs
Fourth Activities-this time to
statistic to identify' Repeat the exercises in the Second, Third, and
looks
identify the mode. Place a handful of Cuisinaire rods on the overhead. Choose a set that
something like this:

1r Fifth Activity: 5 Minutes

V Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control ir
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

Jai Ink

cewutty Caw Was

IO, I, 2.

Ilawdemt this

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

165

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Handout 40a, Transparency 40a

Mas W

rind the range of these scone 2, 10. I. I. I.

Una S. laic tattala

4.

At what other position, con ru balance de Cuisinaire rods or coins at the N-inds

3.

mark? What is the range in each can?

Now move the plastic rods or coins to the I6-inch mark and the 20-inch mark When
does the yardstick balance? What is the dfference-that is. the range-between 20 and IV

2

Take two equal-size plastic rods or two equal coins and place them on a yardstick one
at the l-inch mark, the other at the 35-inds mark The range I the diffetence between
the highest and the lowest score In this case, dere an ally two scoter 35 and I. What
is the difference-the nrge-between 35 and I?

Complete the problem bele*

I.

Ceeel
Sttlotelea

FIndIng the Range

, .se

15
SS

S5

$5

$5

Peg Don 'Dan Perko Kim

Rob Fred Tony Dave
120
$20
f6

jail*

ellaaMt 401

16G

Handout 40b, Transparency 40b

Conga MOW U Ws Wawa Caw WW1

Find the rarge of the height of your dass, including the Ingtructor Work In pairs to
measure everyone's height Atter the instructor has writkn the height on try board ftad
the rage for the entry claw

door for the daft

When the instmctor has written the lad amount on the boanifial du meg c pock
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Your innuctor wt11 ask everyone in the class to place his or her pocket change on the
desk As employee tell their totals, the Instructor will wthe rads amount on the board

15

luso Rosa

find the rarge of the hourly salary for the people listed below

1.W1 5. Bak IMMO

7

el

5.

(conelnuedI

Finding the Range

511)*16.

ION Mee far Steeerkell newer Iteeteel
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Math for Statistical Process Control ir
Lesson 5 : Basic Statistics

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

2.

Copyrig)lt ©1996 by Coast Community College District

1G
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Distribute 'Finding the Range" and project it on the overhead. Lead employees through the
problems.

Tell the class, "Range is the simplest measure of dispersion'.'

167

Ng.

Hindout
Trmeweney

04-10k140b)

Handout
Trempaeney

04-es. T.402)

.

V Sixth Activity: 10 Minutes

V Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

Review concepts of median, mean, mode and range.

3. Say good-bye.

CopyrOit 01996 by Coast Community College District

2. ASK class how they might use these new skills back at work and at home.

1.

lr Ending: 5 Minutes

"V Activities

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 5 Basic Statistics
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Work

At

Winning

Job Link

e

Control Charts

Lesson 6

Making Numbers Count

Math for Statistical Process
Control

6
:

Control Charts

0

Lesson 6: Control Charts

173

Control (SPC).

0
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174

consistent quality. For manufacturers, however, quality control is especially important; indeed,
manufacturing quality control is critical to the success of our national economy. This lesson helps
employees appreciate their roles in and their contribution to manufacturing Statistical Process

All manufacturing companies try to control the quality of their processes, but quality control is not
limited to manufacturing, of course. Restaurants, dental offices, supermarkets-all businesses aim for

manufacturing operations.
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This lesson begins with common examples of control processes used in everyday life (for instance,
tuning an old-fashioned radio and focusing a camera) and progresses to control processes used in

V Lesson Description

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Build a control chart.

4.

Lesson 6: Control Charts

175

Interpret a control chart.

Statistical Process Control (SPC).

Relate common quality control
processes with manufacturing

Recognize quality control
processes in everyday life.

3.

2.

1.

Blindfold

IlIntroarOM

Joitkik

I 7G

Ending Activity- Large Group

Page 101

5 min

15 min.
Opening- Large Group
10 min.
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Sm. Groups (of 3)40 min
20 min
Third Activity- Large Group

V Total Time: 90 minutes

V Classroom Set-up

"Control Chart" (Handout 45)

'A Blank Control Chart Sheet" (Handout 44)

"Quality Control in the World Around
Us" (Handout 41)
"Quality Control in the World Around
Us Questions" (Handout 42)
"A Sample Control Chart" (Handout 43)

V Handouts

V Materials Needed

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

'A Sample Control Chart Summary Sheer
(Transparency 44)
"Control Chart" (Transparency 45)

'A Sample Control Chart" (Transparency 43)

"Quality Control in the World Around Us"
(Transparency 41)
"Quality Control in the World Around
Us- Questions" (Transparency 42)

V Transparencies

V Materials Needed

6.

1.

Overhead projector and screen
2. Transparency pens
3. Dice (2 dice per group)
4. Calculators
5. A ball of string

V Hardware

Control Charts

By completing this lesson, employees will
be able to:

:

V Materials Needed

6

V Objectives

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

:

Control Charts

Quality Control in the World Around Us

Mali law glanstleall Notes. Cownel V
CettrI Ch.rto
aaaaa n

6

Lesson 6: Control Charts

ly Cry Cassuey Caw MOM

iffiNMANNIN 41

177

Handout 41, Transparency 41

Cergdp as

Cqopt" OIPOI try c.ou....* caw am*

famiswit 42

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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178

Handout 42, Transparency 42

Tesroil Cured Craft

Name two automatic prowls controb that you use in everyday ilk

Why is It important to have a amts, in focus before taking a pictuiv?

2

Why do tape and CD rnanufsetuvra we sensitive sound equipment to keep the satrscl

Name two quality central pommel that you me in everyday

You we using quality cortml when you adjust the focus on your earners: the lime on
rur evatdx the volume. brightness, or contact control of your TV set the speed of
your car the brightness of a lamp: the amount of sugar in your coffee and the amount
of salt in your soup.

2

t

Cordele: quality control in your everyday life: then answer the following quesriona

In control?

taumC Cartrd Outs

&Oa*
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Quality Control In the World Around Us
Questions

?weer Cowthel v
IIIII was sir staftwisa
C1 Cts .t.

Sound-mixing stud*, still we this method today to mate tapes and CDs Sound
ergineen use wry sensitive gawps that ten them when the sound is 'hit righf -that is,
wiles the gauge is in the middle Them are many other examples of quality osnool in
everyday lik

old 'adios did not 'the Rom do bloat:last signals

Whenever listeners changed stations, they had to repeat this process to make sue Mom

Have you seen old-fashioned rad& Lieteners tuned them very carefully naming the
Mning knob fint a little to the kft. then a little to the right then left /gain and light
again each time aclustirg the blob slightly, moving in smaller and smaller inaemenb
anti the tuning was lust right*

Roby/ your Inyoucton allreeekey Yet Via etwviso.

.11

Lesson

Math for Stalistical Process Control V

6
:

Control Charts

04-41. T-41)

Lesson 6: Control Charts

17

Handout
Transparency

01-42. T.421

Handout
Transparency

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.
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13 0

Draw a picture of a sound gauge on the screen; point out that the sound is best when the needle
is in the middle-the process is "in control!'

Distribute and project "Quality Control in the World Around Us-Questions". Answer the
questions.

Instruct the class to read the Handout along with you as you read it aloud; stop as necessary to
explain or discuss words.
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Distribute and project "Quality Control in the World Around You". Deliberately leave the
transparency out of focus. Wait until an employee points out the transparency is out of focus;
then play with the adjustment knob, deliberately keeping the image out of focus by going slightly
past the focus point in each direction several times. Finally, focus the image properly. Now say to
the class, "Adjusting the knob on this projector is an example of quality control."

Welcome group.

V Opening: 10 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

6
:

Control Char ts

Lesson 6: Control Charts

Tell employees they are about to play a brief game. Proceed as follows:

18

5.

Copyright C1996 by Coast Community College District

1S

Next, ask another volunteer to guide the person down the middle of the path. Instruct the dass
to cheer and applaud whenever the blindfolded employee makes it to the other side.

4. Ask for another volunteer to walk the path; then blindfold the volunteer. Tell him or her to walk
the length of the path without touching the strings. Instruct the dass to yell "Stop! You're out of
control!" whenever the blindfolded employee touches the string.

3. Ask the volunteers to hold the strings taut, parallel, and dose to the floor (or on the floor). (Note:
If string is not available, place tiles on the floor or arrange two long tables or a row of chairs as
your path.)
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2. ASk them to stand up. Then ask for four volunteers. Have the volunteers work in pairs; instruct
each pair to hold a long piece of string so as to form a path a little narrower than a normal
sidewalk. Make the path as long as the room will allow (say, 12 to 20 feet long).

1.

V First Activity: 10 Minutes

Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Lesson 6: Control Charts

Lesson

6

2

3
II

10
11

12

13

11

CqrlpftM4 t, Car Cams.* ca., rode

7

13

Manhood aS

10

deka*

ST COPY AVALABLF
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Handout 43, Transparency 43

Lam, 4 CoNd Own

salmis Number

1

It

Control Chart

A Sample Control Chart

Loma." 4. CntrI Charts

Mita lir Statinleal hoses. Control

Control Charts

183

:

Math for Statistical Process Control V

184
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Lesson 6: Control Charts

185

dr'

WIMPS114101

Holdout

0141, T41)

8.

7.

6.

c
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sample control chart made up to show the dass.

186

Repeat the same procedure for the R-chart.
If possible, show control chart examples from the company. If it is not possible, have a

Point out the following:
a. The middle of the process is the midline of the control chart, the x-bar-bar line.
b. The lines on either side represent the two strings in the exerdse:
LCL= Lower Control Limit. In a soda bottling operation, for example, the LCL could
indicate that the bottles are being under-filled, which would certainly cause customer
complaints.
UCL--- Upper Control Limit. If the bottles are overfilled, the company loses money;
furthermore, overfilling could cause a problem with the capping process.
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Explain the parallels between this simple game and a control chart: In a manufacturing process,
the control chart helps keep within the acceptable tolerances of quality In the game, the
blindfolded person is the "product' coming down the assembly line. When the group yells "Stop!"
the line is stopped until the problem is fixed, until the blindfolded person is in the middle of the
lane again.
Distribute and project "A Sample Control Chart". Explain the details of the control chart.
of the
Explain that there are x-bar charts, where x-bar (it's actually x-bar-bar, since it's the mean
sample means, called the grand mean) is the line that shows the process is in control, and there
are R (Range) control charts where the range is the in-control middle line.

V First Activity (continued):

V Activities

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 6: Control Charts

Lesson 6: Control Charts

187

1

I
II

I
V

I

I

7

Al

7

a

A7

AI
10

:171

11
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Al IS
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II

If
11

SI
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10
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II
NO
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11
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1

II

I

711

p
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711015 011I110

0111111
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a

1
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I
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I
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8
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la
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7
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I
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7.8

Transparency 44

a

IA
7

111

71

I

11.

I

basopsveleey 44

a

OS

BEST COPY AvAIIAK
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8
10

a

MOM

831811111111315811011781810081118

II

AWINft II IA

838

TM.

Mr *
7

I

10-81

Ton NI

11

0111

TIM 4

On

IA1117 0111111111111011
11111111911131011
71111114

700 71

IMO

Tot

Osiml 8

Crstr el Charts

A Sample Control Chart Summary Sheet

.

NM Mail gee Staltbilicall Process Control

Math for Statistical Process Control V
Lesson 6: Control Charts

188
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6
:

Control Charts

Lesson 6: Control Charts

189

Transparency

(T.44)

3.

2.

1.

into the concept of a control chart.

them you will show them the process and then will let them try the game in groups of threes.

The range for each column.

The average.

The sum.

Comight ©1996 by Coast Community College District

d. Repeat this process 8 times

a.

Take 16 samples of a "manufacturing process':
b. Mark the time they take each sample.
c. Toss the dice five times and then find:

100

Project "A Sample Control Chart Summary" on the overhead, and explain to the class that when
completed, their work will look like the transparency. Tell employees they will:

Tell

and 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, and 12 are the out-of-control numbers).

(Note: On average, 7 is the number that shows up most of the time. Thus we will say the system is
in control if the average of five throws of the dice is 7 plus or minus an "error" of 1 (for a sample of 5
throws, the standard deviation is about 1.08). In other words, 6, 7, and 8 are the in-control numbers,

that in the game, players throw the dice and wager on the numbers that will appear (the "number"
is the sum of the spots that show faceup). Thus throwing a 3 and a 5 gives the number 8.
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Explain to the class that the dice game "craps" provides insights
Describe briefly the game of craps if you are familiar with it; if you are not, simply tell employees

V Second Activity: 40 Minutes

V Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Lesson 6: Contml Charts

19 I

5

4

711

I

5

All

I

4

a

I
I

I

Al
4

47

7

4
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7
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I

II

10
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I
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114

1
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I
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7110114111111111
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Transparency 44

0105
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11

4
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I 7
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1
$
I I
1/27510811710111140471118141418185

I

7127

I
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1
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MIME
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70110
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TON 15
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705151
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A Sample Controf Chart Summary Sheet
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6
:

Control Charts

Lesson 6: Control Charts

193

Transparency

(T-44)

6.

a.
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Record the time that the process startsfirst the hour next to the word "Sample" and then
191
under the number 1.

With the help of the employee, demonstrate how to fill out the chart:

5. When you finish, project 'A Sample Control Chart Summary" on the overhead. Ask an employee
to come to the front to help you.

d. Now this die has the following faces: 1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, instead of the usual 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

into a "4'.'

Turn one die to the face with 5 dots.
b. Tape a tiny bit of sticky paper on the middle dot, covering the middle dot and thus
turning the "5" into a "47 Now there are two 4s!
c. Next, using an overhead pen mark an extra dot on the "3" face of the same die making it

a.
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4. Stop when employees get to the 8th column. Now show them how to "load" one of the dice.
(Important: Loading the dice is crucial to this lesson! When a machine on the assembly line
"slips a gear" or has some other mechanical failure, the control chart is generally the first proof of
this problem. By loading the dice, of course, the employees cause the problem. Mention random
real-life events such as getting a flat tire when you least expect it Explain that control charts are
designed to identify such problems.) Load the dice as follows:

V Second Activity (continued):

V Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

fla

Lesson 6: Control Charts

195

14.102 1

holm& a

Oa

Taw 4

las a
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Ma 02
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II
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Handout 44

1
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12

111

A
14

II

4
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Lesson 6: Control Charts

107

Handout

19 mile

Minimum Value

Instruct employees to fill in the first 8 columns using the same procedure you used. Walk
around the room to help each group.

Distribute "A Blank Control Chart Sheer to each group.

Ask employees to form groups of three.

Range = Maximum Value

Find the Range using this formula:

Sample #1, Toss #1.
c. Proceed to fill in the first column; explain that this is the first of 16 throws.
d. Find the average of the first column (add the five numbers and divide by 5). Make sure
the employees follow your procedure!

10.

Copyright C1996 by Coast Community College District

Repeat the process with the loaded dice. Fill in the rest of the chart beginning with the ninth
column.

9. When all 8 columns are filled, stop the groups and direct employees to "load" the dice.

8.

7.

6.
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b. Ask the employee to roll the dice on the table, and record the sum in the first position:

1r Second Activity (continued):

V Activities

Math for Statislical Process Control V
Lesson 6: Control Charts

Lesson 6: Control Charts

Lesson

6
:

199

Caret& MOM 4 Gas

13

Caw

12

14

14

14

.4 43

Job Unk

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Handout 45, Transparency 45

Lam 4 Camel Chub

11

Control Chart

ContrI Chen.

34211021011 Pieces. Goo
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Control Charts

Math for Statistical Process Control V

200
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6
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Control Charts

Handout

(H-45, T-45)

Lesson 6: Control Charts

201

TranspareneV

2.

first few points.
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20

Direct the employees to plot the 16 means on the control chart. start them off by plotting the

project it on the overhead.
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Immediately after completing the Second Activity, distribute "Control Chart" to each group, and

V Third Activity: 25 Minutes

Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V
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Learner Assessment Form
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Control Charts
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:

Pretest/Posttest

0.4444/ 4,44.4.4.4.41

_ Mole molten

I.

Ca ea Mat

Name

Ma.

1111 Pretest/ Fotetent V

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

6
:

Lesson 6: Control Charts

205

Ask "Where could or do you use these concepts at work?"

control in the workplace.

good-bye.
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Distribute "Posttest" and "Learner Assessment". Have employees complete.

5. Say

4.

20G
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Review the main points from the lesson. Make sure to emphasize the importance of quality

3. Summarize all six lessons.

2.

1.

V

Con tr ol Char ts

Ending: 15 Minutes

IF Activities

Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control

Pretest/Posttest V

Job Lk*

Math for Statistical Process Control

Date

Name

Pretest/Posttest
On the blank line, write the letter of the correct answer.
SPC stands for:
a. Set Production Content
b. Statistical Process Control

1.

c It does not stand for anything
2.

Whole numbers are represented by:
a. tens, hundreds, thousands, etc.
b. tenths, hundredths, thousandths, etc.
c. fractions

3.

To add and subtract decimals you,
a. Line up by the last number
b. Line up by the first number
c. Line up by the decimal

4.

To find the average of a group of numbers you,
a. Put the numbers in numerical order and find the middle number
b. Count how many separate numbers you are working with, add up all the numbers to find the sum,
divide the sum by how many numbers there are.
Find the difference between the highest and lowest numbers.
c.

How well do you agree or disagree with the questions below? Using the following scale, circle the number that
best represents your answer:

5.

1

2

3

4

'Strongly agree'

'Agree"

'Disagree'

'Strongly disagree'

I understand how my job effects other employees and departments.
1

6.

2

3

4

I feel comfortable adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing decimals.
1

2

3

4

7.

I feel comfortable figuring out percentages.

8.

I know how to figure out mean, median, mode, and range.

9.

I read charts and graphs to find out information in my life.

1

1

1

10.

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

I use quality control processes every day.
1

2

3

4

11.

I know when to use mean, median and mode.

12.

I use a calculator when I need to figure out a math problem.

1

1

2
2

3
3

4
4
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Your instructor will complete these questions
Instructor
A.

Course Number
Site Location

Class Schedule

completed this tirm? MARK ONE BOX)
(Z1

CI

Module

The learner
The leaflet with ascistance from instructor or project staff
Art inStructor or project staff member with information provided try the learner
Other (Please specify)

C

Date form completed:

1.

Name:

2.

Address:

411k.

Phone Number: (

4.

Social Security Number:

5.

In the future, do you plan to take any of the following courses?
(Mark one for each line)

Plan to Take

0
0

A basic skills course in reading writing or math
A course in using English (such as ESL)
A computer course
A GED course or the GED exam
Courses to get an occupational certificate
A job training course
Courses leading to a 2-year or 4-year college degree
A home-study course

Math for Statistical Process Control

0
Cl

0

CI

0
0

Ci
CI

CI

Cli

0
0
20 9

Do Not Plan to Take

CI

Ci

BEST COPY AVA/LABLE
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joblink

Math for Statistical Process Control

Since this course began, have you:
(Mark one for each line)

YES

NO

Learned what you wanted to learn in this course?
Changed your educational or career goals?
Had more responsibility added to your job?
Moved to a shift you prefer?
Switched from part-time to full-time?
Received a pay raise?
Been promoted?
Received an award, bonus, or other special recognition on your job?

CI

Cli

CI

ID

0

0

Received your GED?
Applied for a new job?

CI

CI

CI

0

ID

0
0

Started a new job at another company?
Been laid off?
Left your job for any other reason? (Please Specify)

o.

Zi

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
CI
CI

Please rate your ability to perform each of the following activities.
(Please mark one response for every activity)

Poor
Read English
Understand English
Speak English
Write in English

Cl

0
CI

Work as part of a team
Use math
Solve problems/use reasoning

0
0
Ci

0

Fair

0
0
0

CI

0
0
0

Good

0
0

Excellent

CI

0
0

0
0
0
Ca

Ca

CI

CI

Cl

CD

Thank you. You have completed this form.
Please return it to your instructor.
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Instiuctor

9.

Class Schedule

IS English the language that is spoken most
often in your home?

UN0

Yes

Module
10.

Your instructor will complete these questions
A.

Of these, how many in the U.S.?
In any other country?

Course Number
Site Location

a

Who completed this form7
(MARX ONE BM
The learner
L)
ci
he learner; with..assistance fmn-i
intructc}r or project staff
project staff member with information provided by
the-learner
Other (Please speo )

11.

/

form completed:

Are you a union member?
ID Yes- What is the name of your union?

O No

.

C.

How many years of school have you
completed?

12.

Please rate your ability to perform each of
the following activities.
(Please mark one response for every activity)

Poor Fair Good Excellent
Read English
Understand English
Speak English
Write in English

Li

ci

0

Solve problems/use reasoning 0

U

0

Work as part of a team
Use math
2.

Address:

13.

O Yes, employed
O Yes, on temporary layoff

3.

Phone Number: (

4.

Social Security Number:

5.

Age:

6.

Were you born in the United States?

)

O No, retired
O No, not employed

0 Yes

U No

0 Male

0 Female

7.

Sex:

8.

Race: (Mark One Box)
White
O Black (African American)
O Asian or Pacific Islander
O American Indian or Alaskan Native

O Hispanic
O Other (Please specify):

Math for Statistical Process Control

Do you have a job?

+

BEST COPY AVALABLE

Thank you. You have completed this form.
Please return it to your instructor.
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*ease answer questions 14-18 for the job that

20.

allows you to take this course.
14.

At your job, do you need to do any of the
following?
(Mark one for each line)

Name of company or employer:

No

Yes
15.

16.

Job Title:

On average, how many hours per week do
you work on this job?
Hours per week

17.

How much do you earn at this Job?
(Write amount and mark one box)

Per hour
18.

Read instructions
Receive spoken
instructions in English
Speak English
Work as part of a team
Write in English
Use math
Solve problems/use
reasoning
21.

GI

Do you work at more than one Job?

0 Yes

0 Per year

0 No

Do you get any of the following benefits at
this Job?
(Mark one for each line)

Yes

Paid vacation
Paid sick leave
Paid holidays
Health insurance
19.

No

Thank you. You have completed this
form. Please return it to your instructor.

0

How long have you worked at this job?
and
years

months
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Getting to Know You
In this exercise you'll get to know your classmates better!

Use the questions below to interview a partner. Then your partner will interview you! At the
end of class, you will use the answers on this filled-out worksheet to introduce your partner to
the class. Then your partner will introduce you!
Last name

First name
Nickname ("friends call me...")

Three coworkers names

411110Mother's

name

Father's name

Husband's or wife's name
Children's names

Favorite foods
Favorite singer

How did you hear of this company?
How long have you worked at this company?
Name of supervisor

09
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Lesson 1: Learning and Working Together

doklink

my Job Is...
Answer the questions below so that you can discuss your job with the group.
1.

What is your job title?

2.

What department do you work in?

3.

What is the name of each part you make or assemble?

4.

Where does the part you work on come from? (Which department or coworker?)

5.

After you finish your work, where do you send the part you work on?

6.

What happens if the part you get is not made correctly? What if you cannot work on
it or you have to fix it first? What do you say to the person who sends you the part?
Do you send the bad part back?

7.

Do you tell your boss when you get a bad part? What do you say?

8.

Do you ever have bad parts sent back to you because they weren't made right? About
how many parts are returned to you in one week?
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Job Link

The Company Team
1.

What is the name of your company?

2.

What is the name of the President of your company?

3.

What is the name of the visitor today?

4.

What products does your company make?

5.

What are these products used for?

6.

Have you ever used one of these products yourself?
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Reading and Writing Numbers
In this lesson you will learn (1) to read and write numbers, (2) to add, subtract, multiply, and
divide whole numbers, and (3) to take the square root of a number.
1.

In our number system, we write numbers so that each place tells you "How many ones?"
"How many utens?"And so on.

For example, the number 34 means that you have 3 tens ("301 and 4 ones ("41.
Thus 34 = 30 + 4. We read this number as 'Thirty-fowl.' Thirty means "3 tens" and four
means "4 ones7
Note that the first place is "ones" and the second place is "tens!' In other words, each
place represents a specific number value.
2.

The system allows you to express larger numbers by adding more places.
After "tens" comes "hundreds:"

234 = 200 + 30 + 4
Now you have "Two hundred thirty-four.' The Two hundred means "2 hundreds"; the rest
is the same as in the example above.
3.

And after "hundreds" comes "thousands":

5,234 = 5000 + 200 + 30 + 4
Now you have "Five thousand two hundred thirty-four7 The Five thousand means
"5 thousands," and the rest is the same as in the example above.
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Job Link

Arithmetic Review

Your Turn!
Complete the following exercises:

1.

Break down the number 67 into tens and ones: 67 =

2.

Read the following number aloud: 467

3.

Break down 467 into hundreds, tens, and ones: 467 =

4.

Jim weighs 195 pounds (say, "one hundred ninety-five pounds"). He could write his
weight like this: 100 + 90 + 5

+

How much do you weigh? Write your weight in groups:

5.

Now write your weight in the usual way (for example, 195):

6.

How do you say this number? Write it in words:

+

+
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Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

Job Link

Addition of Whole Numbers
Complete the following exercises.
1.

Use numbers to express 0 + 00 = 000.

2.

Use drdes to write the meaning of 8 + 5.

3.

What does 12 + 5 mean? Sometimes we write this as:
12
±...5

4.

Add: 400 + 52 + 19

5.

Add: 1,239 + 542 + 95 + 1

6.

Now try adding the following:

2+3=
15 + 17 =

551 + 22 =
702 + 1259 + 55 +, 1 =

Remember: Write the numbers you are adding one below the other, and then add the
numbers in each column starting from the right.
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Subtraction of Whole Numbers
Complete the following exercises.
1.

Use numbers to express 000 00 = 0

2.

Use drdes to write the meaning of 8

3.

What does "12

5.

5" mean? Sometimes we write this as:

12

4.

Subtract: 400

5.

Subtract: 1,239

6.

Now try these:

52

542

12

3=

35

17 =-

551 - 22 =
702

259 =

Remember: Write the numbers you are subtracting one below the other, and then
subtract the numbers in each column starting from the right.
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JobLink

Addition and Subtraction Word Problems
As you read the following "word problems," search for the basic arithmetic information. Don't be

fooled by the extra information! Follow the example:
Example:

Juan Juarez makes $300 per week and his wife Irma makes $150 per week. Together, how
much money do Juan and Irma make each week?

Juan makes
Irma makes

$300.00
+150.00
$450.00

Answer: The Juarez family makes $450.00 each week.
1.

I drive a Toyota Corolla. My mother drives a Honda Accord, and my father prefers to
drive an Oldsmobile. Our next-door neighbors have a pickup and a Honda Civic. Our
upstairs neighbors have two cars.

How many cars wffi you see parked in front of our apartment complex when we are all
home?
2.

Ask the person sitting on your right how many people are sitting to his/her right. Ask
the person sitting on your left how many people are sitting to his/her left. Now find the
total number of people sitting in your row.

3.

You have $1,500 in your checking account. Today is payday, and you receive $1,000 in
your paycheck. After work, you spend $105 for groceries. After shopping, you decide to
deposit the rest of your paycheck into your checking account. How much money do
you have in the account after you make your deposit?
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Arithmetic Review

Job Link

Multiplication of Whole Numbers
Multiplication

000000
000000
000000

1.

Use numbers to express

2.

Use circles to write the meaning of 8 x 5.

3.

What does 12 x 5 mean? Sometimes we write this as
12
21.a

4.

Multiply 400 x 52:
400
x 52

5.

Now try the same problem with a calculator. Ask for help if necessary!

6.

Multiply using a calculator:

1,239 x 542 x 95 x 2

990
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Arithmetic Review

jobLink

Division Problems
Complete the following exercises.

1.

Use circles to express 8 / 2

2.

Use circles to write the meaning of 8 / 5

3.

DMde: 400 / 52 =

4.

Divide: 1,239 / 542 =

Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review
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JobLink

Division Word Problems
As you read the following word problems, search for the basic arithmetic information. Don't be fooled
by the extra information! Follow the example:
Example:

In the Juarez family, Juan makes $300 per week and his wife Irma makes
What is the difference between Juans pay and Irmas pay?
Answer:

$300

$150 = $150.

$150

per week.

The difference in pay is $150.

But we can also say that Juan earns twice as much as Irma-or that he earns 2 times
what Irma earns. Note the arithmetic here:
$300/$150 = 2

Thus Juan earns 2 times as much as Irma earns.

Problems
1.

Today is payday and you receive $1,200 in your paycheck. If you spend half of it for
groceries and rent, how much of your pay do you have left?
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Lesson 2: Arithmetic Review

jobLink

Square Roots
1.

What is the square root of ac

2.

ar + WIT =

3.

What is the square root of OK

4.

Wallpaper border needs to be ordered for the Johnson's kitchen. The room is 20' x 15' x
20' x 15'. How much wallpaper border do you need to order?

5.

The Juarez family wants to fence in a yard that is exactly square. The area of the yard is
225 square feet. How much fencing is the Juarez family going to need?

1.1
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JobLink

Decimal Numbers
1.

What does the number .67 mean?
.67 =

2.

How do you read/write the number .67?

3.

What does the number 4.67 mean?
4.67 =

4.

+

+

How do you read/write the number 4.67?

Find your own examples of decimal numbers, and repeat the exercises above.

"

44.
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JobLink

Decimal Numbers: Adding and Subtracting
1.

What does 12 + .5 mean?

12

:LI
2.

Add: 4.00 + 5.2 + .19.
4.00

+ 52
+ .19

3.

Add: 12. 39 + 54. 2 + .95 + 10

4.

What does 12 - .5 mean? How do you write this?

5.

Subtract: 4.00

6.

Subtract: 1239 - 5.42

52

r2. 25
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jobLink

Decimal Numbers:

Addition and Subtraction Word Problems
Complete the following exercises. Follow the example.

Example:

Juan Juarez makes $225.50 per week and his wife Irma makes $150.75 per week. How much
money do Irma and Juan earn each week?

Juan makes =
Irma makes =

$22550
$150.75
$376.25

Answer: Irma and Juan make $37625 each week.

1.

You have $1,500.50 in your checking account. Today is payday and you receive $1,245.50
in your paycheck. On your way home, you spend $10537 for groceries. Then you decide
to deposit the rest of your paycheck into your checking account

How much money do you have in your account after your deposit?

2 (.?, G
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JobLink

Decimal Numbers: Multiplying
Complete the following exercises.

1.

1.2 x 6 means 12 + 1.2 + 1.2 + 12 + 1.2 + 1.2. The sum is 72 (add the numbers to see
for yourself?).

Instead of adding all these numbers, you can multiply two numbers, as follows:

12
72
As before, the answer is 72.

2.

Multiply: 4.25 x 52
4.25

x 52

3.

Now repeat #2 above but this time use a calculator. If you don't know how to use a
calculator, ask someone in your group who does, or ask your instructor. You will learn
how to use a calculator in the next worksheet.
Multiply using your calculator: 4.25 x 52

4.

Multiply: 1239 x 5.42

22 7
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Job Link

Using the Calculator
Use your calculator to solve the following problems. Write the answers after the equals sign.
1.

3x4=

2.

30 x 40 =

3.

300 x 400 =

4.

3,000 x 4,000 =

5.

30,000 x 40,000 =

Can you read the answers that are in scientific notation? If not ask your instructor for help.

Now use your calculator to compute the following divisions. Write your answers after the
equals sign.
1.

3/4 =

2.

3/40

3.

3/400 =

4.

3/4,000 =

5.

3/40,000 =

6.

3/400,000 =

Can you read the answers that are in scientific notation? If not ask your instructor for help.
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Decimal Numbers: Dividing
1.

Use cirdes to express 10 + 25

2.

Use cirdes to write the meaning of 8 + 5.

3.

Divide: 400 + 52 =

4.

Divide: 1,239 + 542 =

5.

Juan Juarez makes $325.75 per week and his wife Irma makes $155.80 per week. They
divide their combined pay into 3 equal parts: one part for rent, one part for food, and
one part for all other expenses.

How much do Irma and Juan spend on rent?
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Percents
Pick a plastic square flat and count the number of small squares in it (Or simply draw a
large square on your paper and divide each side into ten parts. Now you have a 10x10

1.

square.)
2.

Cover 25 of the small squares with the small dice. (If you are working with pencil and
paper, shade in 25 of the small squares.)

3.

How many squares are shaded?

4.

We can write the above in several different ways:

How many squares total?

25 squares per 100 squares
25 per 100
25/100
.25

All these statements mean the same thing: namely, 25 squares out of 100 squares. This is the
same as one-fourth of the large square or 1 out offour or 1/4 or 1 --1-- 4.

Use your calculator to perform this division: First press 1, then the division sign (-4-),
then 4, and fmally the equals sign (=). Answer: 25 = 25%.
5.

Now take the 25 small plastic squares off the flat and put just 10 of them back on the
flat. How do we write this new arrangement?

per

or

/

or

0/0

or

.10

6.

Now repeat exercises 1 to 4 by covering the flat (or flats) with the following number of
small squares or dice: 5, 7, 50, 90, 99, 100, 125, 200.

7.

Can you repeat exercises 1 to 5 by using a circle instead of a flat? Which percents are
easy to measure? Which are hard?

so
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Percents
(Continued)
Use your cakulator to answer the following division problems:
1.

20/ 100 =

2.

2/ 10 =

3.

200/ 1,000 =

4.

2,000/ 10,000 =

5.

20,000/ 100,000 =

What pattern do you notice in the above answers?

6.

Ken pays $200 per month for food. His pay each month is $1,000. What percent of Ken's
pay does he spend for food?

200 per 1000 or 200/1000 or
7.

If you cover one half of the plastic flats with small dice (squares), then you are
% of the flat.
covering

8.

If you pay 7% state sales tax, that means that for every dollar you spend, you have to
.
pay the state

f) 9 1
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Percents
(Continued)
To solve word problems involving percents, follow the steps below this sample problem:
Sample Problem

At the grocery store, Mary purchases a carton of milk for $1.59 and a pound of potatoes for
$1.99. The sales tax is 7.75%. What is the total that Mary pays for her purchases?
Step-by-Step Solution

Step 1: Understand and Interpret the Problem
This problem has three parts:
Add Mary's individual purchases to get a subtotal (in dollars).
a.
Compute the taxin dollarsthat she must pay on her purchases.
b.
Add the tax, in dollars, to the dollar amount of her purchases (the total will be her
c.
total expense).

Note that Parts a and c are simple addition. Part b is a percent computation.
Step 2: Add the Individual Purchases
Add Mary's individual purchasesin this case, $1.59 + $1.99 = $3.58. This is the subtotal, the
number on which you must calculate the sales tax.
Step 3: Compute the Tax in Dollars
a.

b.

Convert the Percent to a Decimal. To figure out the tax in dollars, you must first convert
the sales tax, which is 7.75%, to a decimal number. The 7.75% tax can be expressed
as 7.75/100 or .0775.
Use the Decimal to Compute the Dollar Amount. Multiply.0775, the converted percent, by
the subtotal: $3.58 x .0775 = $0.277.

Step 4: Add the Dollar Tax to the Dollar Subtotal
Mary's total grocery expense is $3.58 + $0.277 = $3.587, rounded to $3.59.
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Percents
(Continued)
Dan's credit card account balances are as follows:
Interest Percent

Account
Citibank Visa
Discover
Citibank MasterCard

18.94%
14.98%
19.98%

Current Balance
$400.01
$398.90
$401.34

Question: If you were Dan, which account would you pay off first?

Question: How much interest will Dan pay on each balance?
To calculate Dan's interest on these balances, convert each interest percent to a decimal, and
multiply each balance by that decimal amount:
Visa:
Discover:

MasterCard:

18.94/100 x $400.1 =
14.98/100 x $398.90 =
19.98/100 x $40134 =
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Percents
(Continued)
Work with a partner to solve the following problem. Ask your instructor for help if necessary
In his will, Mr. Smith left his daughter $500,000, his wife $600,000, and a local charity $200,000.

What percent of his totil did Mr. Smith leave to his daughter? To his wife? To the charity?

40,34
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Rates
Sample Problem 1

You are driving, and your speedometer reads 45 mph (that is, 45 miles per hour). How much
distance will you cover in one hour?

Follow the steps given below to explain how to understand, to interpret, and then find the
answer.

Step 1: Understand and Interpret the Problem
Basically this problem asks you to figure out miles traveled at a given mph rate.
Step 2: Convert the Symbols
Basically, mph (miles per hour) = miles/hour = reh.

Multiplying m/h by h gives an answer in inthat is, miles.
Step 3: Complete_the Computation

Multiply 45 rn/h by l h:
45 m x 1 h = 45 miles

Note that the answer is in miles only.
Sample Problem 2
If you are driving 45 mph, how much distance will you cover in 10 minutes?
1.

Convert 10 minutes to hours: 10 minutes = 10/60 hours or 1/6 hours.

2.

Multiply 45 rn/h by 1/6 h:
x 1.2 = 7.5 miles

h

6

Note that the answer is in miles only.
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Rates
(Continued)
sample Problem 2
Sandra bought 10 pounds of potatoes at $1.99 per pound, 5 pounds of apples at $1.89 per
pound, and 7 pounds of oranges at $1.69 per pound. How much money did Sandra pay?
Step 1: Understand and Interpret the Problem
Basically this problem asks you to figure out total cost (dollars) for three different items
for sale at different rates (all expressed in dollars per pound).
Step 2: Convert the Symbols
Basically, dollars per pound = $/lb. Multiplying $/lb by lb gives an answer in $that is,
dollars only.

41111

Step 3: Complete the Computation
Calculate the individual cost of each of the three items:
a.

For the cost of 10 pounds of potatoes at $1.99 per pound, multiply the rate price ($/lb)
by 10 lbs:
$1.99Ab x 10 lbs = $19.90
For the cost of 5 pounds of apples at $1.89 per pound, multiply the rate price ($/lb)
by 5 lbs:
$1.89Ab x 5 lbs = $9.45

For the cost of 7 pounds of oranges at $1.69 per pound, multiply the rate price ($/lb) by
7 pounds:
$1.69Ab x 7 lbs = $11.83
b.

Total the cost of the three items:
$19.90
9.45
11.83
$41.18
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Rates
(Continued)
Your ium!
Using what you have learned so far, compute the following problems. Be sure to proceed one
step at a time!
1.

The Pacific Toy Company has a production line of 90 workers. The "normal" rate of
production for each worker on the line is 25 toys per day. Workers receive a bonus of
$2.00 per toy for every toy they make over their daily quota.

At the end of a workweek, how many toys will PTC produce if the workers make no
extra toys?

One week Maria made 3 toys over her quota, and Tom made 5 toys over the quota.
How much of a bonus did Maria receive? How much did Tom receive?

2.

Citibank Visa's interest rate is 18.87%, and its MasterCard interest rate is 18.95%. John's
Visa balance is $101.96 and his MasterCard balance is $98.27.

Which balance should John pay off first?
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Rainfall for the week of 3/9
1.5
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0.9
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Temperature on March 9

6:00am

9:00am

12:00pm

3:00pm

6:00pm

9:00pm

12:00am

TIME
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Costs for XYZ, Inc.

Administration

O Production costs
Marketing

45%

Miscellaneous
Research
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Reading Graphs and Tables
Complete the exercises below.
1.

Where will you find graphs and tables?

2.

Below there are two pictures of your bossa happy picture, and an unhappy picture.
Looking at the line graphs below, predict how your boss will react to each graph as you
read items a through d. use the pictures for your "predictions'.'

a.

How will your boss react if Graph A shows the trend in profit for your
company? How will your boss react to Graph B?

b.

How will your boss react if Graph A shows the number of new customers for
your company? How will your boss react to Graph B?

c.

How will your boss react if Graph A shows the number of products returned
by customers for your company? How will your boss react to Graph B?

d.

How will your boss react if Graph A shows sales units for your company?
How will your boss react to Graph B?
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Reading and Interpreting Tables
This week in Robert's department Robert made 16 pieces of work. Juan made 20, Cathy made
16, and Kim made 12. Kim is a new worker, so Robert is working with him to provide
additional training.
1.

Fill in the table to show how many pieces these workers made:

Name of Worker

Number of
Pieces
Made This Week

Robert
Juan

Cathy
Kim

2.

Which worker made the highest number?

3.

Which worker made the lowest number?

4.

Why did Kim make only 12 pieces this week?

5.

If all the workers put their items.together, how many did they make?

6.

If Cathy gives Kim four items to help him out, then how many would each of the
workers have?
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Reading and Interpreting Bar Graphs
Compare the bar graph below with the table in Handout 25.

The graph below shows the same data as the table in the previous handout-but in bar graph
form. From the bar graph, can you tell which worker made the most pieces? The least?
20

15

10

5

0

yoe't
1.

01%

cs'I'm

00

Fill in the table below using this information: The Juarez family budget this month is as
follows: Rent $650, Food $1,250, Auto expenses $120, and Entertainment $85.

Amount

Type of
Expenses

($)

-

2.

Draw a bar graph using the information in the table above.
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Reading and Interpreting
Line Graphs
For one day, the temperatures in Los Angeles were recorded in the following table:
Temperature

Time of Day

55

6 AM

9 AM

68
,

4111

12 NOON

85

3 PM

81

6 PM

75

9 PM

62

1.

What was the highest temperature of the day?

2.

What was the lowest temperature?

3.

What do you guess the temperature was at 10 AM?

4.

What do you guess the temperature was at 10 PM?

The line graph below represents of the same data as in the table above. Now answer
questions 1 through 4 above using the graph.
LA TemperaWre Reoord
100

so

so

so

Mom

910am

1203pm

Mom

9130pm

11:00pm

TIME
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Reading and Interpreting
Line Graphs
For one day, the temperatures in New York were recorded as follows: 6AM, 50; 9AM, 62; 12
noon, 75; 3PM, 70; 6PM, 75; and 9PM, 62. Enter this information in the following table:
Time of Day

Temperature

1.

What was the highest temperature of the day?

2.

What was the lowest temperature?

3.

What do you guess the temperature was at 10 AM?

4.

What do you guess the temperature was at 10PM?

The line graph below shows the same data as in the table above. Now answer questions 1
through 4 above using the graph.
NY Daily Temperatures

900am

31:0pm

12tOpm

6:00pm

e0Opm

TIME
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Comparing Line Graphs
The graph below positions the two temperature line graphs side by side, so you can compare
temperatures in both cities at the same time. The line at the very bottom of the graph shows the
difference in temperature.
100

80

-E-

LA

-111-- NY

--ES- Difference

20

0
603a111

9:003111

1200pm

3:00pm

6:00pm

300pm

TIME

1.

What were the estimated temperatures at 9 PM (a) in Los Angeles and (b) in New York?

2.

What was the difference in the estimated temperatures in the two cities at 9 PM? Does
your answer agree with the "difference: in temperature" line at the bottom of the graph?

3.

Guess the temperature in each city at 10 PM. Then extend both lines to those points. Can
you also extend the "difference" line to 10 PM?
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Reading and Interpreting Circle Graphs
Use lhe following "measuring device" to estimate how to interpret the pie charts in the
questions. The small slice shown is 10% of the entire circle (sometimes we call circle graphs pie
charts). So it takes 10 of the small ones make up the entire circle.

1.

If you spend 40% on your salary on rent, how many of the small slices above represent
your rent expense?

2.

If 80% of your company's expenses go to employee wages, how many small slices does
wage expense represent?

3.

Consider Maria's budget breakdown: Rent $500, Food $300, Car $100, and Entertainment
$100. Her total salary is $1,000. How many slices of the cirde represent Rent? How many
represent Food? Car? Entertainment? Your pie chart should look something like this:

Entertainment
$100 or 10%
Car
$100 or 10%

Rent
$500 or 50%

Food
$300 or 30%
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Building Frequency Tables
Empty your pocket change onto your desk and count it. When your instructor tells you, record
the amount on the sheet below:
1.

Fill in the table as your dassmates tell you the amounts:

Amount of Pocket

Tally

Money ($)

(Ill/I)

Frequency
(Number)

$ 0.00 - $4.99
$ 5.00 - $9.99
$10.00 - $14.99
$15.00 - $19.99
$20.00

$24.99

$25.00 - $29.99

$30.00 or more

2.

Which category has the most money?

3.

Which category has the lowest number?

2 4 '3
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Building Bar Charts
Use the data in Handout 30 to complete the bar chart below. As each person reports how
much change she or he has, shade in the appropriate box. The first filled-in box represents
the instructor, who claims to be broke! Your finished bar graph should like the graph at the
beginning of the lesson.

People
_

6
,

5
,

4
3
2
1

/////
0.00-$4.99

$5.00-$9.99

$10.00-$14.99

$15.00-$24.99

$25.00-$29.99

$30

or more
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Basic Statistics

Exercises on the Balancing Point
Work with a partner to complete the following activities. Your instructor will
give you a yardstick or meter stick and some plastic rods and dice for this
exercise.

1.

Balance the yardstick or meter stick using a pen or pencil (or your index finger). Have
the other partner identify where the yardstick balances. Look at the yardstick and read
off the precise position. Write this number here:
The yardstick balance position is at
The meter stick balance position is at

inches
centimeters.

2.

While one partner continues balancing the stick, the other partner now places one plastic
cube at the 1-inch mark of the yardstick AND one plastic cube at the 35-inch mark. If
you are using a meter stick, place one cube at the 1-centimeter mark and the second
cube at the 99-centimeter mark. Did the balancing point change?

3.

Now do the following math:
a. If you have a yardstick: (1 + 35) /2
b. If you have a meter stick: (1 + 99) /2
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Exercises on the Balancing Point
(continued)
Continue working in pairs as you complete the following activities.
4.

On the yardstick, place one cube at the 1-inch mark and two cubes at the 35-inch mark
(on a meter stick, one cube at the 1-centimeter mark and two at the 99-centimeter mark).
Is the balancing point the same as before? Explain the change to your partner.

5.

To balance the stick once more, where must you place the pencil (or your finger)?

6.

Complete the following math:

7.

a.

If you have a yardstick: (1 + 35 + 35)/3

b.

If you have a meter stick: (1 + 99 +99)13

Now switch places with your partner. Experiment placing various numbers of plastic
cubes along the stick and observe how the balance changes. Write down the numbers
where the sticks balance. Note that the place where the stick balances is called the
average.

8.

Now assume that in 7 above youir findings are as follows:

Number of cubes
Location on the stick

1

4

2

5

10

15

3
30

What is the average? Where does the stick balance?
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Steps in Finding the Average or Mean
To find the average or the mean, follow these steps:
1.

2.
3.

Count how many separate numbers you are working with.
Add up all the numbers to fmd the sum.
Divide the sum by how many numbers.

Example: Assume you have a list of 20 numbers and they total 180. To find the average or
mean of 20 numbers, apply the step above:
1.

2.
3.

0: How many numbers?
0: What is their sum?
0: What is their average or mean?

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics
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Exercises in Finding the Average or Mean
Look at the screen and put the same number of pennies on your own desk as
the teacher does. Then answer the following questions.

1.

How many pennies does Ken have?

2.

How many pennies does Alfred have?

3.

How many pennies do Ken and Alfred have together?

4.

If Alfred gives Ken one penny, then how many will each have?

5.

What is (2 + 4) / 2? (In other words, what is the average or the mean of 2 and 4?)
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Exercises in Finding the Average or Mean
(continued)
6.

7.

8.

The answer you got in (5) is called the AVERAGE or the MEAN of the numbers. If we
put Ken and Alfred's money together (2+4) = 6, then they have 6 pennies together. If we
divide by 2 (one is Ken the other is Alfred) then we get what's called the AVERAGE, or
MEAN. What is the AVERAGE or MEAN number of pennies Ken and Alfred have
together?

Suppose Ken has 7 pennies (place 7 pennies in a row on your own desk) and Alfred has
9 pennies (place 9 pennies in a second row on your own desk). What is the average or
mean number of pennies Ken and Alfred now now have?

What is the average or mean number of pennies the following three people have?
Ken has 9 pennies
Alfredo has 11 pennies

Tran has 7 pennies
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Exercises in Finding the Average or Mean
(continued)
9.

Describe the steps you would take to find the average or the mean of a set of 35
numbers.
a.

b.

10.

Find the average hourly salary of ten workers who earn $6.70, $7.50, $8.25, $6.00, $10.05,
$7.35, $7.00, $6.80, $8.60, and $9.50.
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Additional Exercises in
Finding the Average or Mean
Calculate the average or the mean in the following problems.

1.

Place all of your pocket change in front of you. Add up all the change you have and tell
the instructor your total. Find the average or mean amount of pocket change for the
dass. Use the space below for your calculation.

2.

Find the average height of your dass, induding the instructor. Work in pairs to measure
everyone's height After the instructor has written the heights on the board, find the
average or mean height for the entire dass.
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Additional Exercises in
Finding the Average or Mean
(continued)
3.

Find the other employees in your class who do the same job as you do. Together, record
the number of pieces each of you worked on yesterday. Find the average number for
your group.

4.

Choose a partner. Each of you will now make up a story problem that requires you to
find the mean or average. Then work together to solve the problems. Your problems
should resemble these examples:
a.

What is the average amount of money you and your partner spend on food for
your families each month?

b.

What is the average amount of money you and your partner spend on rent for
your families each month?

c.

What is the average number of hours you and your partner spend driving to work
each day?

Create similar problems using data from three or four people in your dass, or using data
from the entire dass.
If you don't have enough space here,. do your calculations on a separate piece of paper.

2 5 '7
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Finding the Median
1.

What is the average of the number of rods your teacher has put on the overhead?

2.

Look at the numbers Z 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1 again. How well does the average 3
represent this entire set of numbers? Explain your answer.

3

Sometimes the median, not the mean or average, is a better statistic to use to represent a
group of numbers as a whole. To find the median of the numbers listed in the numbers
2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1, do this:
a.

First arrange the numbers from left to right like this:
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 10, 10

b.

Then find the middle number. Since eleven numbers are displayed, the median
is the sixth number, 1.
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 10, 10
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Finding the Median
(continued)
4.

Which number better represents the number of years an employee has worked for this
company, the average (3) or the median (1)?

5.

The 11 people below earn hourly wages as listed:
Fred

Tony Juan

Peg

Don

Tran

Dave Pedro Bob

Kim

Rosa

$7

$20

$5

$5

$5

$20

$5

$5

$5

$5

$6

Find the AVERAGE pay for these 11 workers.

6.

To find the median hourly pay for the 11 people above, (a) put the salaries in order, (b)
find the middle person, and (c) read that number:
Juan

Rosa Peg

$5

$5

$5

Don

Tran

Pedro Kim

Bob

Fred

Tony Dave

$5

$5

$5

$6

$7

$20

$5

$20

What is the median pay?
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Steps in Calculating the Median
To find the median, follow these steps:

1.

Rewrite the data from smallest to largest.

2.

If there is an odd number of data, the middle number is the median. (For example, given 19
separate pieces of data, the median is 9; given 27 pieces, the median is 14; etc.)

3.

If there is an even number of data, the median position will be between the two middle
numbers. The average of these two numbers is the median. (For example, given 14 pieces
of data, the median falls between 7 and 8; therefore, the median is 7.5.)
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Calculating the Median
Study these examples before you work the problems:
Example A

Question: What is the median of the numbers 11, 12, and 17?
a.

b.

First re-write the numbers from smallest to largest like this: 11, 12, 17.
Because there is an odd number of data (3 pieces), find the middle number, which
is 12.

Answer: The median is 12.
Example B

Find the median of 12, 17, 11, and 20:
a.
b.

Rewrite the numbers from smaller to larger: 11, 12, 17, 20.
Now find the average of the two middle numbers: (12+17) / 2 = 14.5

Answer: The median is 14.5.

Now find the median in the following problems!
1.

Find the median of the following numbers: 32, 45, 12, 34, 56, 34, 21, 23, 54, 100, 215.

2.

Your instructor will ask everyone in the dass to place his or her pocket change on the
desk. As employees tell their totals, the instructor will write each amount on the board.
When the instructor has written the last amount on the board, find the median amount of
pocket change for the dass. Use the space below for your calculation.
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Calculating the Median
(continued)
3.

Find the median height of your class, induding the instructor. Work in pairs to measure
everyone's height After the instructor has written the heights on the board, find the
median height for the entire dass.

4.

Find the other employees in your class who do the same job as you do. Together, record
the number of pieces each of you worked on yesterday. Find the median number for
your group.

5.

Choose a partner. Each of you will now make up a story problem that requires you to
find the median. Then work together to solve the problems. Your problems should
resemble these examples:
a.

What is the median amount of money you and your partner spend on food for
your families each month?

b.

What is the median amount of money you and your partner spend on rent for
your families each month?

c.

What is the median number of hours you and your partner spend driving to
work each day?

Create similar problems using data from three or four people in your class, or using
data from the entire dass.

If you don't have enough space here, do your calculations on a separate piece of paper.
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Finding the Mode
In the following set of numbers, which number occurs most often?
(The answer is the mode.)
1.

Find the mode in the numbers: 2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1

2.

Find the mode of the hourly salary for the people in the table below.
Juan Rosa Peg Don Tran Pedro Kim
$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

Bob Fred Tony Dave
$6

$7

$20

3.

Find the mode of pocket change for the entire dass.

4.

Find the mode of the height of the dass, including the teacher.

$20
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Finding the Range
Complete the problems below.
1.

Take two equal-size plastic rods or two equal coins and place them on a yardstick, one
at the 1-inch mark, the other at the 35-inch mark. The range is the difference between
the highest and the lowest score. In this case, there are only two scores: 35 and 1. What
is the difference-the range-between 35 and 1?

2.

Now move the plastic rods or coins to the 16-inch mark and the 20-inch mark. Where
does the yardstick balance? What is the difference-that is, the range-between 20 and 16?

3.

At what other positions can you balance the Cuisinaire rods or coins at the 18-inch
mark? What is the range in each case?

4.

Find the range of these scores: 2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1.
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Finding the Range
(continued)
5.

Find the range of the hourly salary for the people listed below.

Juan Rosa Peg Don Tran Pedro Kim
$5

6.

$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

Bob Fred Tony Dave
$6

$7

$20

$20

Your instructor will ask everyone in the dass to place his or her pocket change on the
desk. As employees tell their totals, the instructor will write each amount on the board.
When the instnictor has written the last amount on the board, find the range of pocket
change for the dass.

7.

Find the range of the height of your dass, induding the instructor. Work in pairs to
measure everyone's height. After the instructor has written the heights on the board, find
the range for the entire dass.
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Quality Control in the World Around Us
Follow your instructors directions for this exercise.
Have you seen old-fashioned radios? Listeners tuned them very carefully, turning the
tuning knob first a little to the left, then a little to the right then left again and right
again, each time adjusting the knob slightly, moving in smaller and smaller increments
until the tuning was 'just right"

Whenever listeners changed stations, they had to repeat this process to make sure those
old radios did not "drift" from the broadcast signals.
Sound-mixing studios still use this method today to make tapes and CDs. Sound
engineers use very sensitive gauges that tell them when the sound is "just right"that is,
when the gauge is in the middle. There are many other examples of quality control in
everyday life.

You are using quality control when you adjust the focus on your camera; the time on
your watch; the volume, brightness, or contrast control of your TV set; the speed of
your car; the brightness of a lamp; the amount of sugar in your coffee; and the amount
of salt in your soup.
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Quality Control in the World Around Us
Questions
Consider quality control in your everyday life; then answer the following questions.

1.

Name two quality control processes that you use in everyday life.

2.

Why do tape and CD manufacturers use sensitive sound equipment to keep the sound
"in control'?

II3.

Why is it important to have a camera in focus before taking a picture?

4.

Name two automatic process controls that you use in everyday life.
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A Sample Control Chart

Control Chart

UCL

LCL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Sample Number
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A

Sample #

1

2

3

Blank Control Chart Sheet
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Time,
12:40
Toss #1

Toss #2

Toss #3
Toss #4
Toss #5

Sum

Average, x
Range, R
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Control Chart
9

8
7

6

5
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Getting to Know You
In this exercise you'll get to know your dassmates better!

Use the questions below to interview a partner. Then your partner will interview you! At the
end of class, you will use the answers on this filled-out worksheet to introduce your parmer to
the class. Then your partner will introduce you!
Last name

First name
Nickname ("friends call me...")

Three coworkers names

Mother's name
Father's name

Husband's or wife's name
Children's names

Favorite foods
Favorite singer

How did you hear of this company?
How long have you worked at this company?
Name of supervisor
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My Job Is...
Answer the questions below so that you can discuss your job with the group.

411

1.

What is your job title?

2.

What department do you work in?

3.

What is the name of each part you make or assemble?

4.

Where does the part you work on come from? (Which department or coworker?)

5.

After you finish your work, where do you send the part you work on?

6.

What happens if the part you get is not made correctly? What if you cannot work on
it or you have to fix it first? What do you say to the person who sends you the part?
Do you send the bad part back?

7.

Do you tell your boss when you get a bad part? What do you say?

8.

Do you ever have bad parts sent back to you because they weren't made right? About
how many parts are returned to you in one week?
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The Company Team
1.

What is the name of your company?

2.

What is the name of the President of your company?

3.

What is the name of the visitor today?

4.

What products does your company make?

5.

What are these products used for?

6.

Have you ever used one of these products yourself?
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Reading and Writing Numbers
In this lesson you will learn (1) to read and write numbers, (2) to add, subtract, multiply, and
divide whole numbers, and (3) to take the square root of a number.
1.

In our number system, we write numbers so that each place tells you "How many ones?"
"How many "tens?"And so on.

For example, the number 34 means that you have 3 tens ("30") and 4 ones ("41.
Thus 34 = 30 + 4. We read this number as Ihirty-fourf Thirty means "3 tens" and four
means "4 ones!'
Note that the first place is "ones" and the second place is "tens" In other words, each
place represents a specific number value.
2.

The system allows you to express larger numbers by adding more places.
After "tens" comes "hundreds:"

234 = 200 + 30 + 4
Now you have "Two hundred thirty-foue.' The Two hundred means "2 hundreds"; the rest
is the same as in the example above.
3.

And after "hundreds" comes "thousands":

5,234 = 5000 + 200 + 30 + 4
Now you have "Five thousand two hundred thirty-foue.' The Five thousand means
"5 thousands," and the rest is the same as in the example above.
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Your Turn!
Complete the following exercises:

4111

1.

Break down the number 67 into tens and ones: 67 =

2.

Read the following number aloud: 467

3.

Break down 467 into hundreds, tens, and ones: 467 =

4.

Jim weighs 195 pounds (say, "one hundred ninety-five pounds"). He could write his
weight like this: 100 + 90 + 5

+

+

How much do you weigh? Write your weight in groups:

5.

Now write your weight in the usual way (for example, 195):

6.

How do you say this number? Write it in words:

+
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Addition of Whole Numbers
Complete the following exercises.
1.

Use numbers to express 0 + 00 = 000.

2.

Use circles to write the meaning of 8 + 5.

3.

What does 12 + 5 mean? Sometimes we write this as:
12

4.

Add: 400 + 52 + 19

5.

Add: 1,239 + 542 + 95 + 1

6.

Now try adding the following:

2+3=
15 + 17 =

551 + 22 =
702 + 1259 + 55 +, 1 =

Remember: Write the numbers you are adding one below the other, and then add the
numbers in each column starting from the right.
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Subtraction of Whole Numbers
Complete the following exercises.
1.

Use numbers to express 000 - 00 = 0

2.

Use drdes to write the meaning of 8

3.

What does "12

5.

5" mean? Sometimes we write this as:

12

La

4.

Subtract: 400

5.

Subtract: 1,239

6.

Now try these:

52

542

12

3- =

35

17 =

551

22 =

702

259 =

Remember: Write the numbers you are subtracting one below the other, and then
subtract the numbers in each column starting from the right.
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Addition and Subtraction Word Problems
As you read the following "word problems," search for the basic arithmetic information. Don't be
fooled by the extra information! Follow the example:

Example:
Juan Juarez makes $300 per week and his wife Irma makes $150 per week. Together, how
much money do Juan and Irma make each week?
Juan makes
Irma makes

$300.00
+150.00
$450.00

Answer: The Juarez family makes $450.00 each week.

0

1.

I drive a Toyota Corolla. My mother drives a Honda Accord, and my father prefers to
drive an Oldsmobile. Our next-door neighbors have a pickup and a Honda Civic. Our
upstairs neighbors have two cars.

How many cars will you see parked in front of our apartment complex when we are all
home?
2.

Ask the person sitting on your right how many people are sitting to his/her right. Ask
the person sitting on your left how many people are sitting to his/her left. Now find the
total number of people sitting in your row.

3.

You have $1,500 in your checking account. Today is payday, and you receive $1,000 in
your paycheck. After work, you spend $105 for groceries. After shopping, you decide to
deposit the rest of your paycheck into your checking account. How much money do
you have in the account after you make your deposit?

40
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Multiplication of Whole Numbers
Multiplication

000000
000000
000000

1.

Use numbers to express

2.

Use drdes to write the meaning of 8 x 5.

3.

What does 12 x 5 mean? Sometimes we write this as
12

La
4.

Multiply 400 x 52:
400

L.52

5.

Now try the same problem with a calculator. Ask for help if necessary!

6.

Multiply using a calculator:

1,239 x 542 x 95 x 2
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Division Problems
Complete the following exercises.

1.

Use circles to express 8 / 2

2.

Use drdes to write the meaning of 8 / 5

3.

Divide: 400 / 52 =

4.

Divide: 1,239 / 542 =
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Division Word Problems
As you read the following word problems, search for the basic arithmetic information. Don't be fooled
by the extra information! Follow the example:
Example:

In the Juarez family, Juan makes $300 per week and his wife Irma makes $150 per week.
What is the difference between Juans pay and Irmas pay?
Answer: $300 - $150 = $150. The difference in pay is $150.

But we can also say that Juan earns twice as much as Irma-or that he earns 2 times
what Irma earns. Note the arithmetic here:
$300/$150 = 2
Thus Juan earns 2 times as much as Irma earns.

Problems
1.

Today is payday and you receive $1,200 in your paycheck. If you spend half of it for
groceries and rent, how much of your pay do you have left?
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Square Roots
1.

2.

What is the square root of %rig-

ViT +Vi=

Or

3.

What is the square root of

4.

Wallpaper border needs to be ordered for the Johnson's kitchen. The room is 20' x 15' x
20' x 15'. How much wallpaper border do you need to order?

5.

The Juarez family wants to fence in a yard that is exactly square. The area of the yard is
225 square feet. How much fencing is the Juarez family going to need?
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Decimal Numbers
1.

What does the number .67 mean?
.67 =

+

2.

How do you read/write the number .67?

3.

What does the number 4.67 mean?
4.67 =

4.

+

+

How do you read/write the number 4.67?

Find your own examples of decimal numbers, and repeat the exercises above.
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Decimal Numbers: Adding and Subtracting
1.

What does 12 + .5 mean?
12

±.5.
2.

Add: 4.00 + 52 + .19.
4.00

+ 52
±_,I2

3.

Add: 12. 39 + 54. 2 + .95 + 10

4.

What does 1.2

5.

Subtract: 4.00 - 5.2

6.

Subtract: 1239 - 5.42

.5 mean? How do you write this?
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Decimal Numbers:

Addition and Subtraction Word Problems
Complete the following exercises. Follow the example.

Example:

Juan Juarez makes $225.50 per week and his wife Irma makes $150.75 per week. How much
money do Irma and Juan earn each week?

Juan makes =
Irma makes =

$22550
$150.75
$376.25

Answer: Irma and Juan make $376.25 each week.

1.

You have $1,500.50 in your checking account. Today is payday and you receive $1,245.50
in your paycheck. On your way home, you spend $10537 for groceries. Then you decide
to deposit the rest of your paycheck into your checking account

How much money do you have in your account after your deposit?
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Decimal Numbers: Multiplying
Complete the following exercises.

1.

1.2 x 6 means 12 + 12 + 1.2 + 1.2 + 1.2 + 1.2. The sum is 7.2 (add the numbers to see
for yourselfll.
Instead of adding all these numbers, you can multiply two numbers, as follows:
12
L.6
72
As before, the answer is 7.2.

III2.

Multiply: 4.25 x 52
4.25

x 52

3.

Now repeat #2 above but this time use a calculator. If you don't know how to use a
calculator, ask someone in your group who does, or ask your instructor. You will learn
how to use a calculator in the next worksheet.
Multiply using your calculator: 425 x 52

4.

Multiply: 12.39 x 5.42
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Using the Calculator
Use your calculator to solve the following problems. Write the answers after the equals sign.
1.

3x4=

2.

30 x 40 =

3.

300 x 400 =

4.

3,000 x 4,000 =

5.

30,000 x 40,000 =

Can you read the answers that are in scientific notation? If not ask your instructor for help.

Now use your calculator to compute the following divisions. Write your answers after the
equals sign.
1.

3/4 =

2.

3/40 =

3.

3/400 =

4.

3/4,000 =

5.

3/40,000 =

6.

3/400,000 =

Can you read the answers that are in scientific notation? If not ask your instructor for help.
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Decimal Numbers: Dividing
1.

Use circles to express 10

2.

Use circles to write the meaning of 8 -I- 5.

3.

Divide: 400

4.

Divide: 1,239

5.

Juan Juarez makes $325.75 per week and his wife Irma makes $155.80 per week. They
divide their combined pay into 3 equal parts: one part for rent, one part for food, and
one part for all other expenses.

2.5

52 =

542 =

How much do Irma and Juan spend on rent?
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Pick a plastic square flat and count the number of small squares in it (Or simply draw a
large square on your paper and divide each side into ten parts. Now you have a 10x10

1.

square.)
2.

Cover 25 of the small squares with the small dice. (If you are working with pendl and
paper, shade in 25 of the small squares.)

3.

How many squares are shaded?

4.

We can write the above in several different ways:

How many squares total?

25 squares per 100 squares
25 per 100
25/100
25%
.25

All these statements mean the same thing: namely, 25 squares out of 100 squares. This is the
4.
same as one-fourth of the large square or 1 out of four or 1/4 or I

Use your calculator to perform this division: First press 1, then the division sign (-0,
then 4, and finally the equals sign (=). Answer: .25 = 25%.
5.

Now take the 25 small plastic squares off the flat and put just 10 of them back on the
flat. How do we write this new arrangement?

per
6.

or

/

or

or

.10

Now repeat exerdses 1 to 4 by covering the flat (or flats) with the following number of
small squares or dice: 5, 7, 50, 90, 99, 100, 125, 200.

7.

Can you repeat exerdses 1 to 5 by using a cirde instead of a flat? Which percents are
easy to measure? Which are hard?
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Percents
(Continued)
Use your calculator to answer the following division problems:
1.

20/ 100 =

2.

2/ 10 =

3.

200/ 1,000 =

4.

2000/ 10,000 =

5.

20,000/ 100,000 =

What pattern do you notice in the above answers?

6.

Ken pays $200 per month for food. His pay each month is $1,000. What percent of Ken's
pay does he spend for food?

200 per 1000 or 200/1000 or
7.

8.

If you cover one half of the plastic flats with small dice (squares), then you are
% of the flat.
covering
If you pay 70/s state sales tax, that means that for every dollar you spend, you have to
.
pay the state
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(Continued)
To solve word problems involving percents, follow the steps below this sample problem:
Sample Problem

At the grocery store, Mary purchases a carton of milk for $1.59 and a pound of potatoes for
$1.99. The sales tax is 7.75%. What is the total that Mary pays for her purchases?
Step-by-Step Solution

Step 1: Understand and Interpret the Problem
This problem has three parts:
Add Mary's individual purchases to get a subtotal (in dollars).
a.
Compute the taxin dollarsthat she must pay on her purchases.
b.
Add the tax, in dollars, to the dollar amount of her purchases (the total will be her
c.
total expense).

Note that Parts a and c are simple addition. Part b is a percent computation.
Step 2: Add the Individual Purchases
Add Mary's individual purchasesin this case, $1.59 + $1.99 = $3.58. This is the subtotal, the
number on which you must calculate the sales tax.
5tep 3: Compute the Tax in Dollars
a.

b.

Convert the Percent to a Decimal. To figure out the tax in dollars, you must first convert
the sales tax, which is 7.75%, to a decimal number. The 7.75% tax can be expressed
as 7.75/100 or .0775.
Use the Decimal to Compute the Dollar Amount. Multiply.0775, the converted percent, by
the subtotal: $3.58 x .0775 = $0.277.

5tep 4: Add the Dollar Tax to the Dollar Subtotal
Mary's total grocery expense is $3.58 + $0.277 = $3.587, rounded to $3.59.
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Percents
(Continued)
Dan's credit card account balances are as follows:
Account

Interest Percent

Citibank Visa
Discover
Citibank MasterCard

Current Balance

18.94%
14.98%
19.98%

$400.01
$398.90
$401.34

QUeStion: If you were Dan, which account would you pay off first?

0

Question: How much interest will Dan pay on each balance?
To calculate Dan's interest on these balances, convert each interest percent to a decimal, and
multiply each balance by that decimal amount:
Visa:
Discover:

MasterCard:

18.94/100 x $400.1 =
14.98/100 x $398.90 =
19.98/100 x $40134 =
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Percents
(Continued)
Work with a partner to solve the following problem. Ask your instructor for help if necessary
In his will, Mr. Smith left his daughter $500,000, his wife $600,000, and a local charity $200,000.

What percent of his total did Mr. Smith leave to his daughter? To his wife? To the charity?
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Rates
sample Problem
You are driving, and your speedometer reads 45 mph (that is, 45 miles per hour). How much
distance will you cover in one hour?

Follow the steps given below to explain how to understand, to interpret, and then find the
answer
Step 1: Understand and Interpret the Problem
Basically this problem asks you to figure out miles traveled at a given mph rate.
Step 2: Convert the Symbols
Basically, mph (miles per hour) = miles/hour = tn/h.

Multiplying m/h by h gives an answer in m-that is, miles.

Step 3: Complete the Computation
Multiply 45 rn/h by 1 h:
45 m x 1 h = 45 miles

Note that the answer is in miles only.
sample Problem 2
If you are driving 45 mph, how much distance will you cover in 10 minutes?
1.

Convert 10 minutes to hours: 10 minutes = 10/60 hours or 1/6 hours.

2.

Multiply 45 rn/h by 1/6 h:
45 rn x

h

= 75 miles
6

Note that the answer is in miles only.
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Rates
(Continued)
Sample Problem 2
Sandra bought 10 pounds of potatoes at $1.99 per pound, 5 pounds of apples at $1.89 per
pound, and 7 pounds of oranges at $1.69 per pound. How much money did Sandra pay?
Step 1: Understand and Interpret the Problem
Basically this problem asks you to figure out total cost (dollars) for three different items
for sale at different rates (all expressed in dollars per pound).
Step 2: Convert the Symbols
Basically, dollars per pound = $/lb. Multiplying $/lb by lb gives an answer in $-Ihat is,
dollars only.

410

Step 3: Complete the Computation
Calculate the indMdual cost of each of the three items:
a.

For the cost of 10 pounds of potatoes at $1.99 per pound, multiply the rate price ($/lb)
by 10 lbs:
$1.99Ab x 10 lbs = $19.90
For the cost of 5 pounds of apples at $1.89 per pound, multiply the rate price ($/lb)
by 5 lbs:
$1.89/1b x 5 lbs = $9.45

For the cost of 7 pounds of oranges at $1.69 per pound, multiply the rate price ($/lb) by
7 pounds:
$1.69/1b x 7 lbs = $11.83
b.

Total the cost of the three items:
$19.90
9.45
11.83

$41.18

Answer: Sandra pays $41.18.
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Rates
(Continued)
Your Turn?

Using what you have learned so far, compute the following problems. Be sure to proceed one
step at a time!
1.

The Padfic Toy Company has a production line of 90 workers. The "normal" rate of
production for each worker on the line is 25 toys per day. Workers receive a bonus of
$2.00 per toy for every toy they make over their daily quota.
At the end of a workweek, how many toys will PTC produce if the workers make no
extra toys?

One week Maria made 3 toys over her quota, and Tom made 5 toys over the quota.
How much of a bonus did Maria receive? How much did Tom receive?

2.

Citibank Visa's interest rate is 18.87%, and its MasterCard interest rate is 18.95%. John's
Visa balance is $101.96 and his MasterCard balance is $98.27.

Which balance should John pay off first?
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Temperature on March 9

6:00am

9:00am

12:00pm

3:00pm

6:00pm

9:00pm

12:00a m

TIME
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Costs for XYZ, Inc.

El
131

45%

Administration
Production costs
Marketing
Miscellaneous
Research

BEST COPY MAL
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Reading Graphs and Tables
Complete the exercises below.
1.

Where will you find graphs and tables?

2.

Below there are two pictures of your boss-a happy picture, and an unhappy picture.
Looking at the line graphs below, predict how your boss will react to each graph as you
read items a through d. use the pictures for your "predictions7

a.

How will your boss react if Graph A shows the trend in profit for your
company? How will your boss react to Graph B?

b.

How will your boss react if Graph A shows the number of new customers for
your company? How will your boss react to Graph B?

c.

How will your boss react if Graph A shows the number of products returned
by customers for your company? How will your boss react to Graph B?

d.

How will your boss react if Graph A shows sales units for your company?
How will your boss react to Graph B?
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Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics

Reading and Interpreting Tables
This week in Robert's department, Robert made 16 pieces of work, Juan made 20, Cathy made
16, and Kim made 12. Kim is a new worker, so Robert is working with him to provide
additional training.
1.

Fill in the table to show how many pieces these workers made:

Number of

Name of Worker

Pieces
Made This Week

Robert
Juan

Cathy
Kim

2.

Which worker made the highest number?

3.

Which worker made the lowest number?

4.

Why did Kim make only 12 pieces this week?

5.

If all the workers put their items together, how many did they make?

6.

If Cathy gives Kim four items to help him out, then how many would each of the
workers have?
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Reading and Interpreting Bar Graphs
Compare the bar graph below with the table in Handout 25.
The graph below shows the same data as the table in the previous handoutbut in bar graph
form. From the bar graph, can you tell which worker made the most pieces? The least?
20

15

10

s

o

tov"fit
1.

00 00 0

Fill in the table below using this information: The Juarez family budget this month is as
follows: Rent $650, Food $1,250, Auto expenses $120, and Entertainment $85.

Amount

Type of

($)

Expenses

2.

Draw a bar graph using the information in the table above.
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Reading and Interpreting
Line Graphs
For one day, the temperatures in Los Angeles were recorded in the following table:
Time of Day

11111

Temperature

6 AM

55

9 AM

68

12 NOON

85

3 PM

81

6 PM

75

9 PM

62
S.

1.

What was the highest temperature of the day?

2.

What was the lowest temperature?

3.

What do you guess the temperature was at 10 AM?

4.

What do you guess the temperature was at 10 PM?

The line graph below represents of the same data as in the table above. Now answer
questions 1 through 4 above using the graph.
LA Temperature Record

Mom

910am

12:00orn

300pm

6:00pM

303
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Reading and Interpreting
Line Graphs
For one day, the temperatures in New York were recorded as follows: 6AM, 50; 9AM, 62; 12
noon, 75; 3PM, 70; 6PM, 75; and 9PM, 62. Enter this information in the following table:
Time of Day

Temperature

1.

What was the highest temperature of the day?

2.

What was the lowest temperature?

3.

What do you guess the temperature was at 10 AM?

4.

What do you guess the temperature was at 10PM?

The line graph below shows the same data as in the table above. Now answer questions 1
through 4 above using the graph.
NY Daily TeMperatUres

900am

3:00pm

1200pm

6:00pm

9:00pm

TIME
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Comparing Line Graphs
The graph below positions the two temperature line graphs side by side, so you can compare
temperatures in both cities at the same time. The line at the very bottom of the graph shows the
difference in temperature.
100

80

illl- LA
-Mr NY
-ffi- Difference
20

0
6:00aM

9:002M

l wopm

3:00pM

6:00pM

9oopm

TIME

1.

What were the estimated temperatures at 9 PM (a) in Los Angeles and (b) in New York?

2.

What was the difference in the estimated temperatures in the two cities at 9 PM? Does
your answer agree with the "difference: in temperature" line at the bottom of the graph?

3.

Guess the temperature in each city at 10 PM. Then extend both lines to those points. Can
you also extend the "difference" line to 10 PM?
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Reading and Interpreting Circle Graphs
Use the following "measuring device" to estimate how to interpret the pie charts in the
questions. The small slice shown is 10% of the entire circle (sometimes we call circle graphs pie
charts). So it takes 10 of the small ones make up the entire circle.

r
(
1.

2.

3.

If you spend 40% on your salary on rent, how many of the small slices above represent
your rent expense?
If 80% of your company's expenses go to employee wages, how many small slices does
wage expense represent?
Consider Maria's budget breakdown: Rent $500, Food $300, Car $100, and Entertainment
$100. Her total salary is $1,000. How many slices of the circle represent Rent? How many
represent Food? Car? Entertainment? Your pie chart should look something like this:

Entertainment
$100 or 10%

Car
$100 or 10%

Rent
$500 or 50%

Food
$300 or 30%

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics
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Building Frequency Tables
Empty your pocket change onto your desk and count it When your instructor tells you, record
the amount on the sheet below:
1.

Fill in the table as your dassmates tell you the amounts:

Amount of Pocket

Tally

Money ($)

(Ill/I)

Frequency
(Number)

$ 0.00 $4.99
$ 5.00

- $9.99

$10.00 - $14.99
$15.00 - $19.99
$20.00

-

$24.99

$25.00 - $29.99

$30.00 or more

2.

Which category has the most money?

3.

Which category has the lowest number?

Lesson 4: Descriptive Statistics
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Building Bar Charts
Use the data in Handout 30 to complete the bar chart below. As each person reports how
much change she or he has, shade in the appropriate box. The first filled-in box represents
the instructor, who claims to be broke! Your finished bar graph should like the graph at the
beginning of the lesson.

People
6
5

4
3
2
1

/////
0.00-$4.99
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$10.00-$14.99

$15.00-$24.99

$25.00-$29.99
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Exercises on the Balancing Point
Work with a partner to complete the following activities. Your instructor will
give you a yardstick or meter stick and some plastic rods and dice for this
exercise.

1.

Balance the yardstick or meter stick using a pen or pencil (or your index finger). Have
the other partner identify where the yardstick balances. Look at the yardstick and read
off the precise position. Write this number here:
The yardstick balance position is at
The meter stick balance position is at

inches
centimeters.

2.

While one partner continues balandng the stick, the other partner now places one plastic
cube at the 1-inch mark of the yardstick AND one plastic cube at the 35-inch mark. If
you are using a meter stick, place one cube at the 1-centimeter mark and the second
cube at the 99-centimeter mark. Did the balancing point change?

3.

Now do the following math:
a. If you have a yardstick: (1 + 35) /2
b. If you have a meter stick: (1 + 99) /2

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics
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Exercises on the Balancing Point
(continued)
Continue working in pairs as you complete the following activities.

4.

On the yardstick place one cube at the 1-inch mark and two cubes at the 35-inch mark
(on a meter stick, one cube at the 1-centimeter mark and two at the 99-centimeter mark).
Is the balancing point the same as before? Explain the change to your partner.

5.

To balance the stick once more, where must you place the pencil (or your finger)?

6.

Complete the following math:

7.

a.

If you have a yardstick: (1 + 35 + 35)/3

b.

If you have a meter stick: (1 + 99 +99)13

Now switch places with your partner. Experiment placing various numbers of plastic
cubes along the stick and observe how the balance changes. Write down the numbers
where the sticks balance. Note that the place where the stick balances is called the
average.

8.

Now assume that in 7 above your findings are as follows:

Number of cubes
Location on the stick

1

5

4

2

10

15

3
30

What is the average? Where does the stick balance?
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Steps in Finding the Average or Mean
To find the average or the mean, follow these steps:
1.

2.
3.

Count how many separate numbers you are working with.
Add up all the numbers to find the sum.
Divide the sum by how many numbers.

Example: Assume you have a list of 20 numbers and they total 180. To find the average or

mean of 20 numbers, apply the step above:

1. 0: How many numbers?
2. Q: What is their sum?
3. Q: What is their average or mean?

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics

A: 20

A: 180
A: 180/20 = 9
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Exercises in Finding the Average or Mean
Look at the screen and put the same number of pennies on your own desk as
the teacher does. Then answer the following questions.

1.

How many pennies does Ken have?

2.

How many pennies does Alfred have?

le3.

How many pennies do Ken and Alfred have together?

4.

If Alfred gives Ken one penny, then how many will each have?

5.

What is (2 + 4) / 2? (In other words, what is the average or the mean of 2 and 4?)

Lesson 5: Basic Statdstics
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Exercises in Finding the Average or Mean
(continued)
6.

7.

8.

The answer you got in (5) is called the AVERAGE or the MEAN of the numbers. If we
put Ken and Alfred's money together (2+4) = 6, then they have 6 pennies together. If we
divide by 2 (one is Ken the other is Alfred) then we get what's called the AVERAGE, or
MEAN. What is the AVERAGE or MEAN number of pennies Ken and Alfred have
together?

Suppose Ken has 7 pennies (place 7 pennies in a row on your own desk) and Alfred has
9 pennies (place 9 pennies in a second row on your own desk). What is the average or
mean number of pennies Ken and Alfred now now have?

What is the average or mean number of pennies the following three people have?
Ken has 9 pennies
Alfredo has 11 pennies

Tran has 7 pennies

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics
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Exercises in Finding the Average or Mean
(continued)
9.

Describe the steps you would tike to find the average or the mean of a set of 35
numbers.
a.

b.

10.

Find the average hourly salary of ten workers who earn $6.70, $7.50, $8.25, $6.00, $10.05,
$735, $7.00, $6.80, $8.60, and $9.50.

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics
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Additional Exercises in
Finding the Average or Mean
Calculate the average or the mean in the following problems.

1.

2.

1110

Place all of your pocket change in front of you. Add up all the change you have and tell
the instructor your total. Find the average or mean amount of pocket change for the
class. Use the space below for your calculation.

Find the average height of your class, induding the instructor. Work in pairs to measure
everyone's height After the instructor has written the heights on the board, find the
average or mean height for the entire class.
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Additional Exercises in
Finding the Average or Mean
(continued)
3.

Find the other employees in your dass who do the same job as you do. Together, record
the number of pieces each of you worked on yesterday. Find the average number for
your group.

4.

Choose a partner. Each of you will now make up a story problem that requires you to
find the mean or average. Then work together to solve the problems. Your problems
should resemble these examples:
a.

What is the average amount of money you and your partner spend on food for
your families each month?

b.

What is the average amount of money you and your partner spend on rent for
your families each month?

c.

What is the average number of hours you and your partner spend driving to work
each day?

Create similar problems using data from three or four people in your dass, or using data
from the entire dass.

If you don't have enough space here, do your calculations on a separate piece of paper.
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Finding the Median
1.

What is the average of the number of rods your teacher has put on the overhead?

2.

Look at the numbers 2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1 again. How well does the average 3
represent this entire set of numbers? Explain your answer.

3

Sometimes the median, not the mean or average, is a better statistic to use to represent a
group of numbers as a whole. To find the median of the numbers listed in the numbers
2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1, do this:
a.

First arrange the numbers from left to right like this:
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 10, 10

b.

Then find the middle number. Since eleven numbers are displayed, the median
is the sixth number, 1.
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 10, 10
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Finding the Median
(continued)
4.

Which number better represents the number of years an employee has worked for this
company, the average (3) or the median (1)?

3.

The 11 people below earn hourly wages as listed:
Fred

Tony Juan

Peg

Don

Iran Dave Pedro Bob

$7

$20

$5

$5

$5

$5

$20

$5

$6

Kim

Rosa

$5

$5

Find the AVERAGE pay for these 11 workers.

6.

To find the median hourly pay for the 11 people above, (a) put the salaries in order, (b)
fmd the middle person, and (c) read that number:

Juan

Rosa Peg

$5

$5

$5

Don

Tran

Pedro Kim

$5

$5

$5

$5

Bob
$6

Fred

Tony Dave

$7

$20

$20

What is the median pay?
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Steps in Calculating the Median
To find the median, follow these steps:
1.

Rewrite the data from smallest to largest

2.

If there is an odd number of data, the middle number is the median. (For example, given 19
separate pieces of data, the median is 9; given 27 pieces, the median is 14; etc.)

3.

If there is an even number of data, the median position will be between the two middle
numbers. The average of these two numbers is the median. (For example, given 14 pieces
of data, the median falls between 7 and 8; therefore, the median is 7.5.)
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410

Calculating the Median
Study these examples before you work the problems:
Example A

Question: What is the median of the numbers 11, 12, and 17?
a.
b.

First re-write the numbers from smallest to largest like this: 11, 12, 17.
Because there is an odd number of data (3 pieces), fmd the middle number, which
is 12.

Answer: The median is 12.

Example B

Find the median of 12, 17, 11, and 20:

410

a.

b.

Rewrite the numbers from smaller to larger: 11, 12, 17, 20.
Now find the average of the two middle numbers: (12+17) / 2 = 14.5

Answer: The median is 14.5.

Now find the median in the following problems!
1.

2.

Find the median of the following numbers: 32, 45, 12, 34, 56, 34, 21, 23, 54, 100, 215.

Your instructor will ask everyone in the dass to place his or her pocket change on the
desk. As employees tell their totals, the instructor will write each amount on the board.
When the instructor has written the last amount on the board, find the median amount of
pocket change for the dass. Use the space below for your calculation.

410
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Calculating the Median
(continued)
3.

Find the median height of your dass, induding the instructor. Work in pairs to measure
everyone's height After the instructor has written the heights on the board, find the
median height for the entire class.

4.

Find the other employees in your class who do the same job as you do. Together, record
the number of pieces each of you worked on yesterday. Find the median number for
your group.

III5.

Choose a partner. Each of you will now make up a story problem that requires you to
find the median. Then work together to solve the problems. Your problems should
resemble these examples:
a.

What is the median amount of money you and your partner spend on food for
your families each month?

b.

What is the median amount of money you and your partner spend on rent for
your families each month?

c.

What is the median number of hours you and your partner spend driving to
work each day?

Create similar problems using data from three or four people in your dass, or using
data from the entire dass.

If you don't have enough space here, do your calculations on a separate piece of paper.
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Finding the Mode
In the following set of numbers, which number occurs most often?
(The answer is the mode.)

1.

Find the mode in the numbers: 2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1

2.

Find the mode of the hourly salary for the people in the table below.
Juan Rosa Peg Don Tran Pedro Kim
$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

Bob Fred Tony Dave
$6

$7

$20

3.

Find the mode of pocket change for the entire dass.

4.

Find the mode of the height of the dass, induding the teacher.
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Finding the Range
Complete the problems below.
1.

Take two equal-size plastic rods or two equal coins and place them on a yardstick, one
at the 1-inch mark, the other at the 35-inch mark. The range is the difference between
the highest and the lowest score. In this case, there are only two scores: 35 and 1. What
is the difference-the range-between 35 and 1?

2.

Now move the plastic rods or coins to the 16-inch mark and the 20-inch mark. Where
does the yardstick balance? What is the difference-that is, the range-between 20 and 16?

3.

At what other positions can you balance the Cuisinaire rods or coins at the 18-inch
mark? What is the range in each case?

4.

Find the range of these scores: 2, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 1, 2, 1, 1.

Lesson 5: Basic Statistics
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Finding the Range
(continued)
5.

Find the range of the hourly salary for the people listed below.

Juan Rosa Peg Don Tran Pedro Kim
$5

6.

$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

$5

Bob Fred Tony Dave
$6

$7

$20

$20

Your instructor will ask everyone in the class to place his or her pocket change on the
desk. As employees tell their totals, the instructor will write each amount on the board.
When the instructor has written the last amount on the board, find the range of pocket
change for the class.

7.

Find the range of the height of your class, including the instructor. Work in pairs to
measure everyone's height. After the instructor has written the heights on the board, find
the range for the entire dass.
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Quality Control in the World Around Us
F011Ow your instructors directions for this exercise.

Have you seen old-fashioned radios? Listeners tuned them very carefully, turning the
tuning knob first a little to the left, then a little to the right then left again and right
again, each time adjusting the knob slightly, moving in smaller and smaller increments
until the tuning was "just right'

Whenever listeners changed stations, they had to repeat this process to make sure those
old radios did not "drift' from the broadcast signals.
Sound-mixing studios still use this method today to make tapes and CDs. Sound
engineers use very sensitive gauges that tell them when the sound is "just right"-that is,
when the gauge is in the middle. There are many other examples of quality control in
everyday life.

You are using quality control when you adjust the focus on your camera; the time on
your watch; the volume, brightness, or contrast control of your TV set; the speed of
your car; the brightness of a lamp; the amount of sugar in your coffee; and the amount
of salt in your soup.
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Quality Control in the World Around Us
Questions
Consider quality control in your everyday life; then answer the following questions.

1.

Name two quality control processes that you use in everyday life.

2.

Why do tape and CD manufacturers use sensitive sound equipment to keep the sound
"in control"?

S

3.

Why is it importmt to have a camera in focus before taking a picture?

4.

Name two automatic process controls that you use in everyday life.

to
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A Sample Control Chart

Control Chart

UCL

LCL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Sample Number
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A Sample Control Chart Summary Sheet

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

:41

:42

:43

:44

A5

:46

:47

:48

:51

:52

:53

:54

:55

:56

:57

:58

Toss #1

9

3

3

3

3

8

4

10

10

2

8

9

11

3

TOSS #2

3

4

6

7

5

6

5

4

9

11

8

5

2

10

5

7

Toss #3

7

12

7

6

4

7

6

6

8

11

9

11

12

10

6

9

Toss #4

5

4

4

8

6

7

8

6

7

9

10

8

12

4

8

7

Toss #5

8

2

8

10

11

12

2

5

6

6

3

7

11

8

12

4

SuM

32

25

28

34

29

40

25

21

40

47

32

39

46

43

34

36

Average, x

6.4

5

5.6

6.8

5.8

8

5

5.3

8

9.4

6.4

7.8

9.2

8.6

6.8

7.2

6

10

5

7

8

6

6

2

4

5

8

6

10

7

9

5

Sample #

Time,
12:40

Range, R
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Control Cha rt

9

8
7
6

5
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Supervisors are given a summary of the progress of the dass. The rest of the hour focuses on
strategies for improving and continuing the skills learned in Math for Statistical Process Control.

Lesson 2:

topics to use as the module is being taught.

0
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Supervisors receive an introduction to the concepts taught in Math for Statistical Process Control.
Supervisors are then given a summary of the lessons, and both questions to ask and discussion

Lesson 1:

V Lesson Description

Super visor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 133 q

Hardware
17-1)

Wansowerinv

Blindfold
liwonotsor
TransDorency

Handout

19Suosrvlsor

Large Group

00c

Discussion

5min.

10 min.

10min.
15min.
15min.
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Sign-in Sheet

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Large Group
Second Activity- Large Group
Third Activity- Large Group
Ending- Large Group

Small Groups
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Handouts

"Representative handouts from the
module"

V Handouts

"Objectives" (Supervisor Transparency 1)
"Quality Control in the World Around Us"
(Supervisor Transparency 2)

V Transparencies

5.

4.

3.

2.

Transparencies

Encourage supervisors to help
support learning between classes.

Understand basic concepts
taught in module.

V Key

2.

1.

Overhead projector
Whiteboard/Flip chart
Whiteboard Flip chart pens
Ball of String

V Total Time: 60 minutes
First Hour

V Hardware

By completing this lesson, supervisors
will be able to:
1.

V Classroom Set-up

jobLink

V Materials Needed

1

V Objectives

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V
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1

I. tsson
I

Interpret and record measured data.

Produce bar graphs and line graphs.

Understand basic statistical terminology.

4.

5.

6.

110
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Analyze bar graphs and line graphs.
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Determine the relationship between decimal and fractional numbers.
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Supervuor lesson I

Understand the basic concepts of SPC.
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Supervisor Lesson 1
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Supervisor
Transparency

Explain that the purpose of the next hour is to familiarize them with the material in the class that

3.

6.
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Understand the basic concepts of SPC
Determine the relationship between decimal and fractional numbers
Analyze bar graphs and line graphs
Interpret and record measured data
Produce bar graphs and line graphs
Understand basic statistical terminology

Project the six objectives of the module and explain each:

that the module covers a lot of the information they are looking for.

343

Ask the supervisors, "What do you want your people to get out of the training?" Write the
information you receive on a flipchart or whiteboard.

5. Explain

4.

Ask everyone for their names and what department or area they are from.

2.

their employees will be taking over the next few weeks.

Welcome everyone and introduce yourself.

Page 7

Joblink

1.

V Opening: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 1

344

6.

5.

4.

3.

"How about mean? Median? Mode? Range?"

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District
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Control, ranging from addition and subtraction to percentages and decimals. In addition, we
introduce them to some terminology of SPC such as mean, median, range, and quality control7

Explain "This class gives an introduction to basic math principles used in Statistical Process

statistics'.'

Say, 'We are confronted with opportunities to use math on a daily basis. Many employees have a
lot of difficulties figuring out how much of a tip to leave a waitress at a restaurant, or how much
their credit card company is charging them in interest on their credit card balance. Yet, we think
nothing of asking them to read a control chart taped to a machine or even interpret productivity

Say,

Say, "O.K. those are easy. How about decimals? fractions? percentages? rates?"

Multiplication? Division?"

Ask "Can you give me some every day life examples of when we use addition? Subtraction?

2.

Page 9

JobLink

Explain that everyday we are confronted with examples of math and statistics.

1

1.

V First Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Super visor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 1

34q

1

Job Link

Supervisor
Transparency 2

ComOMMby..CammulayUkramut

BEST CN-TV
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Ispervacc Lawn I

You art using quality control when you acllust the focus on your camera; the time on
your watch; the volume, brightness, or contrast control of your TV set the speed of
your car. the brightness of a lamp; the amount of sugar in your coffee; and the amount
of salt in your soup.

Sound-mixing studios still use this method today to make tapes and CDs. Sound
engineers use very sensitive gauges that tell them when the sound is lust righf-that is,
when the gauge is in the middle. There are many other examples of quality control in
everyday life.

Whenever listeners changed stations, they had to repeat this process to make sure those
old radios did not 'thift' from the broadcast signaLs.

until the tuning was just right!

Have you seen old-fashioned radios? Listeners tuned them very carr.fully, turning the
tuning knob Erst a little to the left then a little to the right then tell again and right
again, each time acllusting the knob slightly, moving in smaller and smaller inaernents

Quality Control In the World Around Us

Sup

ElMath for Statistical Process thottal V

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

347

Page 10

JobLink

fT.23

Supervisor Lesson 1

348

savenrisor
Trarsporency

Have everyone stand up. Have the four volunteers work in pairs. Instruct each pair to hold a long
piece of string so as to form a path a little narrower than a normal sidewalk. Make the path as
long as the room will allow (say 12 to 20 feet long).

Tell the supervisors you would like to do a brief demonstration. Ask for four volunteers.

Read through transparency. Explain that this is a real life example that make the concepts of
quality control easy for the employee to understand.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

349
Page 11

JobLink

5. Ask another volunteer to walk the path; then blindfold the volunteer. Tell him or her to walk the
length of the path without touching the strings. Instnict the class to yell "Stop! You're out of
control!" whenever the blindfolded employee touches the string.

4.

3.

2.

1

Project "Quality Control in the World Around Us". Deliberately leave the transparency out of focus.
Wait until a supervisor points out the transparency is out of focus; then play with the adjustment
knob, deliberately keeping the image out of focus by going slightly past the focus point in each
direction several times. Finally, focus on the image properly. Now say to the group, "Adjusting the
knob on this projector is an example of quality control".

V Second Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 1

35r)

8.

7.

6.

1

Copyright 01996 by Coast Community College District

351

Explain 'This is a simple exercise that makes it easy for the employees to understand what a
control chart is!'

manufacturing process, between the acceptable tolerances of quality. The blindfolded person acts as
the "producr coming down the assembly line. When the group yells "Stopr' the line is stopped
until the problem is fixed, until the blindfold person is placed in the middle of the lane again!'

Explain `This is a simple example of a control chart. The idea is to keep a process, such as a

Page 13

Job Link

Next, ask another volunteer to guide the person to the middle of the path again where the
blindfolded volunteer tries again to make it to the other side. When the blindfolded volunteer
makes it to the other side, the class cheers and applauds.

V Second Activity: (continued)

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 1

352

1

3.
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353

Encourage supervisors to send their employees to class with real math problems to solve or charts
and graphs to read and interpret.

employees will be covering.

2. Go over the handouts to give the supervisors a chance to "experience" some of the materials their

Page 15

Joblink

Put together some handouts from the class that you feel are representative of the material covered.
Emphasize the handouts that cover information requested by the supervisors.

V Third Activity: 10 Minutes

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Ma fit for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 1

354
Copyrieit 01996 by Coast Community College District

Remind supervisors of next session.

the importance of the supervisor's role in the success of the training.

4. Say good-bye.

3.

1

Ask for questions concerning the module.

2. Emphasize

1.

V Ending: 5 Minutes

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Page 17

355

jobLink

35R

Job Link

Supervisor Lesson 2

Making Numbers Count

357

Math for Statistical Process
Control

0

Supervisor Lesson 2

2

358

10
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Page 20

jobLink

Supervisors are given a summary of the progress of dass. The rest of the hour focuses on strategies
for improving and continuing the skills learned in Math for Statistical Process Control.

V Lesson Description

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Stafisfical Process Contml V

Supervisor Lesson 2

Hardware
(i.1)

irmwsrency

2

liqkVenftHandOlf;

I

Large Group

JobLink

.100i

Discussion

361

10 min.

15 min.
20 min.

15 min.

Page 21

Sign-in Sheet

Opening- Large Group
First Activity- Small Groups
Second Activity- Large Group
Ending- Large Group

V Total Time: 60 minutes
Second Hour

V Classroom Set-up

Small Groups

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Mandat

0+1)

Handouts

"Increasing Your Chance of Success"
(Supervisor Handout 1)

Handouts

"Increasing Your Chance of Success"
(Supervisor Transparency 3)

"Objectives" (Supervisor Transparency 1)

TreloarIncir

SalarVISOr

Overhead projector
Whiteboard/Flip chart
Whiteboard Flip chart pens

Transparencies

3.

2.

1.

Hardware

If Materials Needed

Transparendes

Reinforce techniques for
increasing the transfer of learning.

Review basic concepts of the
Math for Statistical Process
Control module.

*V Key

2.

1.

By completing this lesson, supervisors
will be able to:

V Objectives

Sup er visor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 2

362

Produce bar graphs and line graphs.

Understand basic statistical terminology

5.

6.

BEST CON 'Yr V-U,P
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Supervisor
Transparency 1

*Vonissor Demspermsy I

Interpret and record measured data.

4.

Cowelp WM by GM Casmay C.W.Da

Analyze bar graphs and line graphs.

3.

turoavism Lam"

Determine the nilalionship betwom decimal and fractional numbers.

2

fiatink

Understrid the basic onncepts of SPC.

ObJectIves

MB& See 94.41.41m1 ?memo CoMml

2

I.

/111

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

363
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(1,1)

Supervisor Lesson 2

Swervlsor
Tronlimency

2

364
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3 65

4. ASk the supervisors to give you feedback on the module - specifically, ask for feedback about the
module and any improvements they have seen.

3. Explain

Page 23

JobLink

'The purpose of today is to give you some techniques to reinforce the skills your
employees have learned over the last few weeks:'

supervisors of the module objectives. Project 'Objectives" on the overhead.

Welcome the group back and reintroduce yourself

2. Remind

1.

V Opening: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 2

.104

2

36R
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367

Discuss the concept of ROI (Return on Investment). Explain that this training program translates
to actual savings or improvements for their department as demonstrated by their lists.

Have each group share their answers.

3.

4.

Have each group come up with as many benefits to doing this module as they can think of.

4.

Page 25
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2.

Direct the supervisors to get into groups of 3

V First Activity: 15 Minutes

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistkal Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 2

368

2

Jail*

IsgerYer bilk. II

Ell)

BEST 0,7;
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Supervisor
Handout 1, Transparency 3

C5*SnNiyC oa Gar* C. Puha

Give positive reinforcement and recognize results.

Give tern the support they need to use their new skills.

Set goals.

Be an exampk

Know the skills your employees are learning

Increasing Your Chance of Success

up

Una Ow Staked Process Canard

tupeves Low]

11.1

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Stalistkal Process Control V

fal

19 1,7,

369
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014

1411100Ut

IUMhar

Supervisor Lesson 2

2

the skills.
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Give the employee something to shoot for. Let them know how you expect to see them use

Set goals.

The employees look up to you as an example. The most common phrase we hear in dass is,
"But my supervisor doesn't do this, so why should I?"

Be an example..

in class.
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Know the skills your employees are learning.
These supervisor sessions are designed to inform you about what your employees learned

the items on the handout:

Distribute "Increasing Your Chance of Success".

2. DiSCuss

370

TIOMICAIrtnCY

1.

V Second Activity: 20 Minutes

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistkal Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson 2

37?

2

"Do you have anything to add to the list?"

above techniques?"

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District
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4. Ask "How can you reinforce the skills learned in Math for Statistical Process Control using the

3. Ask

Give positive reinforcement and recognize results.
Most importantly recognize employees when you see them using the new skill. There is
nothing more powerful.

Page 29
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Give them the support they need to use their new skill.
No one likes change. Trying to change our behavior is hard enough without having to fight
other factors. Give your employees both a chance and a reason to use their new skills.

V Second Activity: (continued)

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Contml V

Supervisor Lesson 2

374

Say good-bye.

5.

Copyright ©1996 by Coast Community College District

Thank the supervisors for their time and participation.

3 75

their support and recognition will increase the chances that their employees will use the new skills.

Re-emphasize the importance of each supervisor's support and recognition. Remind them that

person share one thing. write their responses on the flip chart or whiteboard.
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Give the supervisors a minute to think of something, and then go around the room and have each

4.

3.

2.

2

Ask "What one thing will you do today to reinforce the skills your employees have learned in this
module?"

V Ending: 10 Minutes

V Activities

Supervisor Lesson

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson

JobLink

2

Increasing Your Chance of Success
Know the skills your employees are learning.

Be an example.

Set goals.

Give them the support they need to use their new skills.

Give positive reinforcement and recognize results.

376
Supervisor Lesson 2
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Supervisor Handout 1

Math for Statistical Process Control vr

Supervisor Lesson

1

jobLink

Objectives
1.

Understand the basic concepts of SPC.

2.

Determine the relationship between decimal and fractional numbers.

3.

Analyze bar graphs and line graphs.

4.

Interpret and record measured data.

5.

Produce bar graphs and line graphs.

6.

Understand basic statistical terminology.

377
Supervisor Lesson 1
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Supervisor Transparency 1

Math for Statistical Process Control V

Supervisor Lesson

1

Job Link

Quality Control in the World Around Us

Have you seen old-fashioned radios? Listeners tuned them very carefully, turning the
tuning knob first a little to the left, then a little to the right then left again and right
again, each time adjusting the knob slightly, moving in smaller and smaller increments
until the tuning was "just righr

Whenever listeners changed stations, they had to repeat this process to make sure those
old radios did not "drift" from the broadcast signals.
Sound-mixing studios still use this method today to make tapes and CDs. Sound
engineers use very sensitive gauges that tell them when the sound is "just right"that is,
when the gauge is in the middle. There are many other examples of quality control in
everyday life.

You are using quality control when you adjust the focus on your camera; the time on
your watch; the volume, brightness, or contrast control of your TV set; the speed of
your car; the brightness of a lamp; the amount of sugar in your coffee; and the amount
of salt in your soup.

37s
Supervisor Lesson 1
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Supervisor Transparency 2

Math for Statistical Process Control .V

Super vis or Lesson

JobLink

2

Increasing the Payoffs of Training

Know the skills your employees are learning.

Be an example.

1110

Set goals.

Give them the support they need to use their new skills.

Give positive reinforcement and recognize results.

379
Supervisor Lesson 2
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Supervisor Transparency 3
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